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1. Introduction

1.1 Metivation
Networks for iRdustrial corrimunication are usually some kind of fieldbus. The
common characteristics for these networks are higher reliability, lower data throughput,
and a high price tag. Communication networks were ilttroduced in the iiidustrial digital

control systeins in the 1970's. The main motives for iniroducing communication
networks were to the change from 4‑20 mA analog point‑to‑point wiring to a digital bus

wiring where many devices caR be conRected to one wire. Each device on the fieldbus
must have a unique physical device tag and a correspoRding network address. Ano￡her
reason is to provide the ability to distribute some of the control and inputloutput (YO)

sub system functions from the control system to the fieldbus devices. This may reduce

the number of rack mounted controllers and remote mounted UO equipment needed for
tlae system design.

In additioR to this, applyiiig communication networks also bring about reduced cost
for cabling, modularization of systems, aRd fiexibility in system setup comparing to the

analog systerr}s, Since then, several types of communication networks have been
developed.

One of the commonly used communication netwoi'ks developed by Fieldbus
Foundation was Fieldbus Control System (FCS). The FCS is an all‑digital, serial,
two‑way coinmunicatiolts system that interconnects intelligent measuremeRt and control
devices such as sensors, acttiators and controllers, At the base level in the hierarchy of

plant networks, it serves as a Local Area Network (LAN) for devices used in process
cogtrol and maRufacturing automation applications and has a built‑in capability to
distribute the coRtrol application across the network.

FCS is not only an open, interoperable coininunication network which is based on the

OSI seven‑layer coinmunications model, but also a Total Distributed Control Systems.
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As the connection of the intelligent device, it unites each device to become a network
Bode, and links the node with the fieldbus to become a network system, and then, makes

the automation system to carry out the universal autorr}ation functions of basic
controlling, compensation calculatiRg, parameter modifying, alarming, displaying,
monitoring, optimizing and managing.
However, the centralized design, special‑purposed many protocols and high costs are

the main limiting factor for these fieldbus control systems to meet with the strict
time‑limited hard real‑time requirements.

0n the other hand, curreRt Ethernet standards promise network segmeRtatioR and full

duplex that greatly enhance Ethernet's deterministic performance. Also, Ethernet
provides more baRdwidth ‑‑‑ transfer speeds of 100Mbitls (Fast Ethernet) aRd more
(Gbit Ethernet). These together can miRimize or completely eliminate collisions on the

network. Therefore fast Ethernet also seems to be a good choice for connecting
industrial devices with real‑time requirements.

Traditionally, Ethemet meets the IEEE 802.3 standard, in which the channel access is

random since it is for a CSMAICD LAN (which will be explaiRed in the subsectioR
3.4.1 of chapter 3). This property leads to the unpredictable timing when sending and
receiving data oR the network. Therefore Ethernet is non‑deterministic, which is not
suitable for real‑time communication applications.

The development of Rew equipment for network interconnection, i.e. Ethernet
switches, has made a differeRt approach possible. Data terminal equipment (DTE)
connected to a switch commuRicating in full duplex does not have to use the CSMAICD
access control, since there are only two ports per network segment (switch por{ and

device port), the forward and backward channel of the segrneRt which can be used
simultaneously. In this sense CSMAICD can be no longer used. With switched Ethernet,
collisions no longer occur in any of the network segments. The full‑duplex operation

theoretically doubles the bandwidth of the network. For example, in a 100 Mbps
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full‑duplex switched Ethernet, the bandwidth of the Retwork can be reached up to 200
Mbps. In addition to this, over the years, Ethemet transmission rate and communication
reliability have increased. This together with serious attempts to adapt fast Ethernet

hardware te industrial environments, fRake it an interesting akernative for real‑time

communlcatloR.

The proposed work is to develop a protocol for industrial hard real‑‑time
communication over switched Ethernet network, without modifying any E￡hemet
hardware in the end nodes.

Our main research problem is to schedule and control the hard real‑time traffic
without chaltging the underlying protocols, while still supporting exis￡ing bes￡‑effort
protocols for non or soft real‑time traffic (e..a., web based best‑effort traffic which is

highly desirable to coexist with the real‑time traffic), in order to avoid the
nondeterministic behavior ef Ethernet. Another aim is {o make it possible to establish
end‑‑to‑eRd communication between office and industrial production field.
The research is inotivated by the strong interest of using cheap existing hardware and

softwaye wheBever possible in industrial and embedded real‑time control systems. The

research efforts on hard real‑time communicatioR over switched Ethernet LAN
technologies have so far been conceiatrated on multimedia and similar applications,
while there is a large need of research attempts in the field of industrial aRd embedded

communication systems. Industrial real‑time EtherRet communication has a broad target
market iRcluding application areas such as: (1.) industrial communication industry with

products used in maRufacturing industries where the fieldbus technologies are
commonly "sed. (2.) Communication in embedded systems like robot signal processing
and communication systems. (3.) Broadband access Retworks, and (4.) Traditional iocal

area networks (LANs) where, e.g., the enhanced support for multi‑media traffic is
needed. Our focus is on industrial and embedded communication systems (first two
application areas). For the other application areas, we see that the solution method
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should be suitable, since they have very similar demands for real‑time traffic support.

1.2 Research overview
eur research is aims to develop a protocol to support industrial hard real‑time traffic

of end‑to‑end communication, with a switched Ethemet based network coRcept.

The network is set up with fiodes and switches, and real‑time communication is
handled by software (protocol) added between the Ethernet protocols and the TCPIIP

suites. The proposed protocol manages hard real‑time traffic to bypass the TCPI]P
stacks. This makes considerably reduce the dwell time in the Rodes, aRd increase the
achievable data frame rate. After the bypassing, traffic schedule is performed according

to dynamic‑‑priority EDF algorithm.

The protocol does not need aRy modifications in the Ethernet hardware and coexists

with TCPIIP suites, and then the LAN with the protocol can be connected to any
existing Ethernet networks. It can be adopted in hard real‑time applications fields such

as industrial embedded systems, distributed industrial systems, parallel signal
processing and robotics.

An Ethernet LAN using the switch was constructed and several experimeRts have

been performed to evaluate the proposed protocol. Through comparing with the
conventional hard real‑time communication protocols, we proved that the proposed
Ethernet protocol has better real‑time performances, and meets the reqeirements of
reliability for hard real‑time systems without any modification of the original EtherRet

hardware.

1.3 MaiH ceiltributions

The objective of the work conducted in this thesis has been to develop an efficieRt
and reliable hard real‑‑time communication protocol over switched Ethernet network.
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We made a LAN with a ful!‑duplex switched Ethemet and end‑Rodes, by using
desktop computer and several embedded Ethemet developrrieilt boards, and real‑time
communication is handled by software (protocol) added between the Ethernet protocols
and the TCPIIP suites.

The proposed protocol establishes a way (virtuai link) between source nodes and

destination nodes, by applying admission control based upon the requested QoS.
However, in our work, a key strategy to realize hard real‑time communication is
"bypassing" of TCPIIP suites. The proposed protocol manages hard real‑time traffic to
bypass the TCPIIP stacks. This makes coRsiderably reduce the dwell time in the nodes,
and increase the achievable data frame rate by evasion of the fion‑deterministic behavior
inherent in the TCP and IP stacks. This should be the main contributien of our work.

Besides, we provided a simple and practical way of design and implementation of a
switched Ethernet protocol for the iRdustrial hard real‑time applications, by using cheap

aRd existing hardware andlor software wheRever possible. This requires that the
network used should at least be based on existing hardware. Customized hardware
would drive up the price of devices considerably and take up a lot of time to design and

implement.
Only a thiR layer (RT layer) is added betweefi the Ethernet protocols and the TCPIIP

suite iR each end nodes aRd switch to support both bit rate and maximum latency
guarantees for hard real‑time traffic. The added RT layer in the nodes eRables
applications to reserve real‑time chaneels on the iietwork subject to a feasibility analysis.

Real‑{ime channel (RT chaRRel) is established between source nodes and destination
nodes according to ￡he RT layer, Rot defines a way of encapsulating other layer 2 and
layer 3 protocols that the other protocols does.

The proposed protocol does not need any inodifications in the Ethernet hardware on

the network interface cards, and coexists with TCPIIP suites. Which means tliat
non‑real‑time nodes (nodes without RT layer added) cak coexist in the network, and the
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proposed protocol support for co‑existing standard TCPIIP and UDPIIP IRternet traffic
without disturbing the real‑time traffic, in ofder to support existing network systems.
Therefore, the LAN with the proposed protocol can be coRnected to the existiRg Intemet
networks. It can be adopted in hard real‑time applications such as industrial distributed
control systems, embedded control systems, parallel signal processing and robotics.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis censists of six chapters, which are briefiy summarized below.

In Chapter 2, firstly described the traditional computer‑based industrial control
systems and the previous practical implementation by using the traditional control
systems. And then, as the main part of {he chapter, the general descriptions of the

Fieldbus Control Systems are presented. Which mainly iRcludes Foundation Fieldbus
technology, its system management and system configurations. Also, conRection of the

Fieldbus control systems with high speed Ethernet has outlined, The practical
applications of the Fieldbus control technology in intelligent building are described
briefiy. The limitations of the Fieldbus control systems are pointed out at the end of the
chapter.

In Chapter 3, firstly the concept of real‑time aBd reai‑time communicatiofls is
iRtroduced. Then the real‑time Ethernet communicatioR requirements aRd the reality

analysis of implementing switched Ethemet in the real‑time communications are
presented. Last, some conventional protocols and advanced network technologies for
supporting hard real‑time communications are discussed, and described briefly of the

proposed hard real‑time communication protocol, and the differences with those
existing protocols and Retwork technologies.
As for the main part of the thesis, chapter 4 presents the implementation ways of the

proposed hard real‑time communication protocol, iBcluding the proposed network
architecture, real‑time traffic channel establishment, kard real‑time communication
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management and frame scheduling method.
The practical performance implementatioR by using tke proposed hard real‑time
communication protocol has also given by the eRd of the chapter. And then, evaluated
the proposed hard real‑time communication protocol with several experimental results,
by comparing with the other hard real‑‑time suppor￡ing protocols.

Chapter 5 con￡ains coRclusioRs and suggestions for future research.
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2. Descriptions of Fieldbus Centrel Technelogy
Before introducing the Fieldbus control technology, we briefly

describe traditioRal

computer based industrial control systems.

2.1 Traditional industrial control systems

Traditional industrial control systems are known as 4‑20 mA systems, so named for
the signal levels that coRtrol the devices. These devices take input measurements and
seRd the information to a control unit for processing. The computer then perforrns the
necessary calculations and teils devices whattheir outputs should be.

A typical topology of the computer‑‑based industrial coHtrol systems is sketched
scheinatically in Figure 2‑1.

W(t)

r(kT)

+

e"

(kT)

Digital

u(kT)

computer

DIA

u.(t)

Plant

Clock

x(kn

AID

Sensor

r ‑‑‑ reference or command inputs tt ‑‑‑‑ control oi‑ actuator inpLit slgna}
y ‑‑‑ controlled or output signal
x ‑‑‑ instrumeiit er sensor output, usuaily ar3 approximation to or estimate of),.
e"

‑‑‑‑ r‑x= indicated error e ‑‑‑‑ r‑x=systerri error

vv ‑‑‑ disturbance inptit to the plant y ‑‑‑‑ disturbance or noise in tlie sensor

AfD ‑‑‑ analog‑to‑digital conver{er DIA ‑‑‑ digital‑to‑analog coiiverter

Figure 2 1 . Block diagram of a basic control system
‑‑
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y(t)

The process to be controlled is called the plaRt aRd may be any of ￡he physical

processes whose satisfactory respoRse requires control action. By "satisfactory
respense" we mean that the plant otttput, y(t), is to be forced to follow of track the
reference input, r(t), despite the preseRce of disturbance inputs to the plant [iv(t) in the
Figure 2‑1] and despite errors in the sensor [represented by v(t) in the Figure]. It is also

essential that the tracking succeed even if the dynamics of the plant should change
somewhat duriRg the operation. The process of holding y(t) close to r(t), including the
case where r = O, is refefred to generally as the process of regulation. A system that has

good regulation iR the presence of disturbance sigRals is said to have good disturbance

rojection. A system that has good regulation in the face of changes iR the plant
parameters is said to have low sensilivity to these parameters. A system that has both
good disturbaRce rejectioR and low sensitivity we call robust.

For a practical implementation of the computer‑based industrial control systems, we

made the data communication between STD industrial control computer and the Great
Wall 0520 personal computer [1], and illustrated how to program by both BASIC and
'

ASSEMBLY language. In this work, we used STD‑5000 computer as a field coRtrol

instrument and the Great Wall 0520 persoRal computer as a monitor, by using
asynchronous serial traRsfer method to perform the data corrimunication between the

two devices (see Figure 2‑2). The maiR program is applied in BASIC and use CALL
function to execute the other part used ASSEMBLY language.

Another implementation is introduced of the application of STD bus industrial
control computer in AC speed adjustiRg system with variable frequency [2]. The control

system adopts a Great Wall 0520 personal computer as a supervisory computer, a STD
bus industrial control computer as a control computer, and a speed adjusting system as
controlled object (see Figure 2‑3).
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In traditional systems, a computer or expensive controller unit provides control for
the network of devices, and the devices would go into some pre‑defined fail‑safe mode,

leaving the pumps, valves, and other equipment without any interactive control uRtil

communication with the computer resumes.

The maifi drawback of these systems is that they are proprietary and thus not
iRteroperable. However, Fieldbus control system is an open standard that allows the
field devices to ruR hoth the inputloutput and the control. It is the open, interoperable,

interchangeable systems that we introduce the next section.

2.2 Fieldbus Centrel System
Fieldbus Control System (FCS) is an all‑digital, serial, two‑way communications
system that intercoRnects measurement and control equipment such as sensors, actuators
aRd coRtrollers (see Figure 2‑4). At the base level in the hierarchy of plaRt networks, it

serves as a Local Area Network (LAN) for instruments used in process control and
manufacturing automation applications and has a built‑iR capability to distribute the
control application across the network {3].

FCS is not only aR open communication Retwork, but also a Total Distributed Control
Systems. As a connection of the inteiligent instrttments, it unites them that is a network

node and is linked up with the fieldbus, and becomes network systems, then makes up
automation systems to carry out the universal automation functioRs of basic controlling,

compensation calculating, parameter modifying, alarming, displaying, monitoring,
optimizing and managing. This is a "niversal technique, maiRly including intelligent
sensor, control, computers, digital communications and networks [4].
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2.2.1 Technical Ckaracteristics of FCS

The main technical characteristics of FCS as follow:

e Open characteristics ofsystems
Which means it can comaect with other instruments or other systems in anywhere
around the world, if it is comply with the same standard, The communication protocol is

consistently opened, for accomplishing the information exchange between different
devices provided the different producer.
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e Iitteroperability
This refers to the ability to plug digital instruments onto a fieldbus network and have

them communicate with eqch other and supervisory control systems. Users waRt to
operate their entire plaRt from one operator interface and maintain all devices on the

system with eRe maintenance applicatioR.

e Intellectualizedfield devices andjunctions ofseij:control

It distributes the functions of seRsor measurement, compensation calculating,
engineering volumes process and coRtrol to field devices. The field devices can
complete the basic functioAs of automatic con{rol, and can diagnose the working state of
devices at all times.

e System coiofigurations are highly distributed
Fieldbus has constituted a kind of new and total distributed control system structure,

aRd radically changed the framework of old Concentrated and Distributed CoRtrol
Systems, simplified the system structure and improved the system reiiability.

e Adaptability to thefieldenvironment
Fieldbus are specially desigRed for field environment, so it can support twisted pair,
coaxial cable, optical fiber, radio frequency, infrared wire and electric wire, it has strong

ability of interference resistance, and it caR meet the demand of Intrinsically Save (I.S.)

and flame‑proof.

2.2.2 The benefits ef FCS

By enabliRg digital interoperability among fielq devices and systerris from a variety

of companies, fieldbus offers users the flexibility to add new devices with the
confidence that active control functions on the fieldbus will not be disrupted. Changes

to improve plaRt operation can be made without waiting for a scheduled plant
shutdown.
The other benefits of FCS iRclude reduced wiriRg, multi‑variables from a single field
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device, enhanced field‑level control, simpler integration aRd easier maintenance.

Ultimately, fieldbus will be the key to greater manufacturing flexibility and
productivity, higher quality products, and improved regulatory compliance.

2.3 About Follndatien Fieldbus
There are many kinds of Fieldbus Control Technigue, such as Foundation Fieldbus
(FF), LoRworks, Profibus, Control Area Network (CAN), Highway Addressable Remote
Transducer (HART) aRd others. They all have their own techRical characteristics and
have made great contributions to the development of Fieldbus Control TechRique.

Foundatioii Fieldbus (FF) Teclmique is orgaRized and developed by Fieldbus
Foundation. The Fieldbus Foundation is the leading organization dedicated to a siRgle
interRatioital, interoperable fieldbus stafidard.

Established in September 1994 by a merger of WorldFIP North America and the
Interoperable Systems Project (ISP), the foundation is a not‑for‑profit corporation that

consists of more ￡han 120 of the world's leading supp}iers and end users of process

control and manufacturing automation products. Working together, these companies
have provided enparal}eled support for a worldwide fieldbus protocol, and have made
major contributioRs {o the IECIISA fieldbus standards development.

The main differences between the Fieldbus Foundation and other fieldbus initiatives
is that, the foundation's technology ‑‑‑‑ Foundation Fieldbus is unique insomuch as it is
designed to support mission‑critical applications where the proper transfer and handling

of data is essential. Unlike proprietary network protocols, Foundation Fieldbus is

neither owned by any individual company, nor controlled by a single nation or
regulatory body. Rather, it is an open, interoperable fieldbus that is based on the

International Standards Organization's Open System Interconnect (OSUISO)
seven‑layer coiir}mtmications model [5‑6].
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2.4 Foundation Fieldbus Technology
FoundatioR Fieldbus Technology consists of three major parts as followiRg:

ThePhysicalLayer TheCommunication"Stack" TheUserApplicatien
The Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) layered communication model is used to
model these components. The Physical Layer is OSI layer 1. The Da￡a Link Layer
(DLL) is OSI layer 2. The Fieldbus Message Specification (FMS) is OSI layer 7. The
CommunicatioR Stack is comprised of layers 2 and 7 in the OSI model (see Figure 2‑5).

The Fieldbus does not use OSI layers 3, 4, 5 aRd 6. The Fieldbus Access Sublayer

(EAS) maps the FMS onto the DLL.

Fieldbus Model

USER
APPLICATION

OSI Model

USER
APPLICATION

FIELDBUSMESSAGE
SPECIFICATION

APPLICATIONLAYER

7

FIELDBUSACCESS

SUBLAYER

COMMUNICATION
"STACK,,

PRESENTATIONLAYER
6

SESSIONLAYER

5

TRANSPORTLAYER

4

NETWORKLAYER
DATALINKLAYER

3

PHYSICALLAYER

2
1

DATALINKLAYER
PHYSICALLAYER

PHYSICALLAYER

Figure2‑5. Foundation Fieldbus communicatioR model
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The User Application is not defined by the OSI model. The Fieldbus Fogndation has

specified a User Application model. Each layer in the communication system is
responsible for a portion of the message that is transmitted on the fieldbus.

2.4.1 Physical Layer (31.25 kbps)

The Physical Layer is defined by approved standards froin the International
Electro￡echRical Commission (IEC) and the International Society for measurement and
control (ISA). The Physical Layer receives messages from the comrr}uRication stack and

converts the messages iRto physical signals on the fieldbus transmission medium and
vlce‑versa.

Fie}dbus sigfials are eRcoded using Manchester Biphase‑L techRique. This signal is
called "synchronous serial" because the clock informatioR is embedded in the serial data

stream. Data is combined with the clock signal to create the fieldbus signa}. The
receiver of the fieldbus signal interprets a positive transitioR iR the micldle of a bit tiine
as a logical "O" aRd a negative transition as a logical "1".

The transmitting device delivers ±10mA at 31.25 kbps into a 50 Ohm equivalent
load to create a 1.0 volt peak‑to‑peak voltage modulated on top of the direct current
(DC) supply voltage. The DC supply voltage can range from 9 to 32 volts. However, for
I.S. applications, the allowed power supply vol{age depends on the barrier rating.

31.25 kbps devices can be powered directly from the fieldbus and operate on wiring
previously used for 4‑20mA devices.
The 31.25 kbps fieldbus also supports I.S. fieldbuses with bus‑powere(l devices. Tb
accomplish this, an I.S. barrier is placed between the power supply in the safe area and
the I.S. device in the hazardous area.

The Iength of the fieldbus is determined by the coiinmunicatiofi rate, cable type, wire
size, bus power option and I.S. option.

Table 2‑1 gives a summary of examples of optiofis available in the Physical Layer
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standard. The number of devices possible on a fieldbus link depeRds on factors such as
the power coRsumption of each device, the type of cable used, use of repeaters, etc.

2.4.2 CommunicatioB Stack
The Communication stack mainly consists of three parts: the Data Link Layer (DLL),

the Fieldbus Access Sublayer (FAS) and the Fieldbus Message Specification (FMS).
The foliowing will describe the layers in the Communication Stack.

Table 2‑1

DataRate

Characteristics

31.25kbps31.25kbps31.25kbps
Type

VoltageVoltageVoltage

Topology

BusltreeBusltreeBusltree

BusPower
IntrinsicallySafe

Classification

NumberofDevices
CableLength
SpurLength

e 771e Data Link Layer (DLL)
Layer 2, the Data Link Layer (DLL), controls transmission of messages onto the
fieldbus. The DLL manages access to the fieldbus through a determiRistic centralized
bus scheduler called the Link Active Scheduler (LAS).

The DLL is a subset of the emergiRg IECIISA DLL standard.
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Two types of devices are defiRed in the DLL specification:

Basic Device and Link Master
Link Master devices are capable of becoming the Link Active Scheduler (LAS).
Basic Devices do not have the capability to become the LAS.

Scheduled Communication: The Link Active Scheduler (LAS) has a list of traltsmit
times for all data buffers in all devices that need to be cyclically traRsmitted. When it is

time for a device to send a buffer, the LAS issues a Compel Data (CD) message to the
device. Upon receipt of the CD, the device broadcasts or "publishes" the data in the
buffer to all devices on the fieldbus. Any device configured to receive the data is called
a "subscribei"'. Scheduled data transfers are typically used for the regular, cyclic transfer

of control loop data between devices oR the fieldbus.

Unscheduled CoiinmLmication: All devices on {he fieldbus are given a chance to send

""nscheduled " messages between transnaissions of scheduled messages. The LAS
grants permission to a device to use the fieldbus by issuing a pass token (PT) message
to the device. When the device receives the PT, it is allowed to send messages until it

has finished or umi1 the "maximum tokeR hold time" has expired, whichever is the
shorter time.

e 7heFieldbusAccessSublayer(E4S>
The FAS uses the scheduled and unscheduled features of the Data Link Layer to provide
a service for the Fieldbus Message Specification (FMS). The types of IFIAS services are

described by Virtual Communication Relationships (VCR).
The VCR is like the speed dial feature ofi your memory telephone. There are rriany
digits to dial for an ifiternational call such as international access code, country code,

city code a!id finally the specific telephoRe number. This information only needs to be
entered once and then a "speed dial number" is assigned.
After set up, only the speed dial number needs to be entered for the dialing to occur.

Likewise, after configuration, only the VCR number is needed to communicate with
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another fieldbus device. Just as there are different types of telephone calls such as
person‑to‑person, collect, or conference calls, there are differeRt types of VCRs such as:

ClientiServer VCR Type, Report Distributien VCR Type, Publisher/Subscriber
VCR Type, etc. Summary of VCR Types is shown in Table 2‑2.

Table 2‑2

FIELDBUSACCESSSUBLAYERSERVICES
ClientlServer

ReportDis{rjbution

PublisherlSubscriber

VCRType

VCRType

VCRType

UsedforOperation

UsedforEventNotificatioR

Usedfor

Messages

andTreRdReports

PublishingData

Modechanges

Sendprocessalarms

SendtransmitterPV

Tuningchanges

tooperatorconsoles.

toPDcontrolblock

Setpointchanges

UploadDownload

andoperatorconsole.

AlarmManagemeRt

Sendtrendreports

Accessdisplayviews

todatahistorians.

Remotediagnostics

e Fieldbus message Specij7calrion (FMS)
Fieldbus Message Specification (FMS) services allow user applications to send
messages to each other across the fieldbus using a standard set of message formats.

FMS describes the communication services, message formats, and protocol behavior
needed to build messages for the User ApplicatioR. Data that is commuRicated over the

fieldbus is described by an "object description". Object descriptions are collected
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together in a structure called aR "object dictionary" (OD). The object descfiption is

identified by its "index" iR the OD. Iitdex e, called the object dictioRary header,
provides a description of the dictionary itself, and defines the first iltdex for {he object

descriptions of the User Application. The User App}ication object descfiptions can start

any index above 255. Index 255 and below define standard data types such as Boolean,
integer, float, bit string and data structures that are used to build all other object
descriptions.

2.4.3 User ApplicatioR‑Blocks
The Keldbus Foundation has defined a standard User Application based on "Blocks".
Blocks are representations of difiierent types of application functions.

e ResourceBtock
The Resource Block (RB) Describes characteristics of the fieldbus device such as the
device Raine, manufacturer, and the serial number. There is only oRe resource block in a
device.

e ]FunctionBlock
Function Blocks (FB) provides the control system behavior. The input and output
parameters of Function BIocks can be linked over the fieldbus. The execution of each
Function Block is precisely scheduled. There can be many function blocks in a single

User Application. The Fieldbus Foundation has defined sets of standard Ftmction
Blocks. Thei‑e are defined ten standard Function Blocks for basic coRtrol as 'follow:
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Discrete Input

DI

Discrete Output

DO

Manual Loader

ML

ProportionalDerivative

PD

Proportlonal!IntegralDerivative

PID

Ratio

RA

Function biocks can be built iitto fieldbus devices as needed to achieve the desired

device functionality. For example, a simple temperature transmitter may contain an AI

function block. A control valve might contain a PID function block as well as the
expected AO block. Thus a complete control loop can be built using only a simple
transmitter and a control valve.

e TbeansducerBlocks
Transducer Blocks decouple Function Blocks from the local inputloutput functions
required to read sensors and command output hardware. They gontain information such
as calibration date and sensor type. There is usually one traRsducer block for each iRput
or output function block.

e FieldbusDeyiceDqfinition
The function of a fieldbus device is determined by the arrangemeRt and
interconnection of blocks. The device functions are made visible to the fieldbus

'

communicatioR system through the User Application Virtual Field Device (VFD).
The header of the User Application object dictionary points to a Directory which is
always the first eRtry in the function block application. The Directory provides the
starting indexes of all of the other entries used in the Function Block application,

The VFD object descriptions and their associated data are accessed remotely over the

fieldbus network using Virtual Communication Relationships (VCRs).
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2.5 System ManagemeRt

2.5.1 System ManagemeHt
Function Blocks must execute at precisely defiRed intervals and in the proper

sequence for correct control system operation. System management synchronizes
executioil of the FuRction Blocks and the corr}munication of function block parameters

on the fieldbtis. System management also haRdles other important system featgres such
as publication of the time of day to all devices, including automatic switchover to a
redundant time publisher, automatic assignmeRt of device addresses, aRd searching for
parameter names or "tags" on the fieldbus. All of the configuration information needed

by System Management such as the Function Block schedule is described by object
descriptioiis in the Network and System Management Virtual Field Device (VFD) in

each device. This VFD provides access to the System Management IRformation Base
(SMIB), and also to the Network Management Information Base (NMIB).

2.5,2 Device DescriptioRs
A critical cliaracteristic required of fieldbus devices is interoperability. To achieve

interoperability, Device Description (DD) technology is used iR addition to standard

function block parameter and behavior definitions. The DD provides an extended
description of each object in the Virtual Field Device (VFD).

The DD provides information needed for a control system or host to understand the
ineaning of the data in the VFD including the human interface for functions such as
calibratioR and diagfiostics. Thus the DD can be thought of as a "driver" for the device.

The DDs are sirfiilar to the drivers that your personal computer (PC) uses to operate
different printers and other devices that are coimected to the PC. Any control system or
host can operate with the device if it has the device's DD.
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e DeviceDescription7bkennizer '
The DD is written in a standardized programming language know as Device
Description Language (DDL). A PC‑based tooi called the "Tokeaizer" converts DD
source input files into DD output files by replacing key words and standard strings in
the source file with fixed "tokelts".

The Fieldbus Foundation provides DDs for all standard Function Blocks and
Transducer Blocks. Device suppliers will typically prepare an "incremental" DD which
references the Standard DDs. Suppliers may also add supplier specific features such as

calibration and diagRostic procedures to their devices. These features can also be
described in the incremental DD.

The Fieldbus Foundation makes the Standard DDs available on a CD‑ROM. The user

can obtain the incremental DD from the device supplier or from the Fieldbus
Foundation if the supplier has registered their incremental DD with the Fieldbus
Foundation. The incremental DDs can also be read directly from the device over the
fieldbus, if the device supports the upload services and contains a Virtual Field Device

(VFD) for the DD.

e DeviceDescriptionServices(DDS)
On the host side, library functions called Device DescriptioR Services (DDS) are used
to read the device descriptions. Note that DDS reads descriptions, not operational values.

The operational values are read from the fieldbus device over the fieldbus using FMS

communlcatlon servlces.

'

'

New devices are added to the fieldbus by simply coRRecting the device to the fieldbus
wire and providing the control system or hest with the standard and incremental DD for
the new device.

DDS technology allows operation of devices from differeRt suppliers on the same
fieldbus with only one version of the host human interface program.
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e Interoperability
Each manufacturer will provide an in￡eroperability test report for each device. The

test report identifies the Universal, Function Block, Transducer Block, and
MaRufacturer Specific Parameters in the device. An identifier called the Manufacturer's

Ideiitification is used to correlate the device type aRd revisioR with its Device
Description afid DD revision.

ARy host using the Device Description Services (DDS) interpreter will be able to
interoperate with all parameters that have been defiRed in the device by reading the

device's DD.

2.6 System Configuration
Fieldbus system configuration consists of two phases:

SstemDesinandmpt Cf t
2.6.1 System Design
The system desigfi for fieldbus‑based systems is very similar to the Distributed
Control Systems (DCS) design with the following differences.
The first difference is in the physical wiring due to the change from 4‑20 i[nA analog

point‑to‑point wiring to a digital bus wiring where many devices can be conRected to

one wire. Each device on the fieldbus must have a unique physical device tag and a
corresponding network address.
The second difference is tlie ability to distribute some of the control and inputloutput

(I/O) sub system functions from the control system to the fieldbus devices. Tlais may

reduce the nunaber of rack mo"nted controllers and reraote mounted YO equipment
needed for the system design
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2.6.2 Device Configurations
After the system design is completed and the instruments have been selected, the
device configuration is perforrned by connecting Function Block inputs and outputs
together in each device as required by the control strategy.

After all of the function block connections and other configuration items such as
device names, loop tags, and loop execution rate have been eRtered, the configuration
device generates information for each fieldbus device.
A stand‑alone Ioop can be configured if there is a field device that is a Link Master.

This will allow continued operation of the loop without the configuration device or a
central console.

The system becomes operational after the field‑bus devices have received their
configurations.

2.7 Connection vvith High Speed EtherRet

A Linking Device is used to intercoRnect 3i.25 kbps fieldbuses and make them
accessible to a High Speed Ethemet (HSE) backbone running at 100 Mbps or 1 Gbps.
See figure 2‑6 below.

The I/O Subsystem Interfaee showR in the figure allows other networks such as
DeviceNet and Profibgs to be mapped iRto standard Foundation fieldbus functioR blocks.

The YO Subsystem interface can be connected to the 31.25 kbps fieldbus or HSE.

Since all of the 31.25 kbps Foundation fieldbus messages are communicated on the

HSE using standard Ethernet protocols (e.g. TCPIIP, SNTP, SNMP, etc.), commercial
off‑the‑shelf HSE equiprnent such as Switches and Routers are used to create Iarger
networks. Of course all or part of the HSE network can be made redundant to achieve
the level fault tolerance needed by the application.
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2.8 Applications of Fieldbus CoRtrol Teckitology in IRtelligeRt BuildiRg

We used LoRWorks fieldbus
control systems for practical application in the
in China
[7]. LonWorks is origina!!y designed for
intelligent buildings
Because
indtistrial control systems, the transinission speed of the network was very limited.
intelligent
On one hand, the
ings build
community networks need to communicate

of information'
very large amount
on the ,other hand, LonWorks network does not
support such amount of data transmissioii. Therefore, the main pfoblem that we need to
solve is to reduce as much the network information as possible, solidifies and save the

unchanging informationtoend‑fiode,
such as Chinese character library, main
every
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menu, speech sound, alarm etc., and create code for each of them. In order to reduce the

network Ioad, the Retwork only traRsmits the code of each unchanging inforfnation.
Therefore, the main desigR part is end‑nodes. Hardware design including monitor and
ke.yboard drive circuit, telephone link circuit, word souRd circuit, ultra red checking and

smoke, gas, water checking circuit, power circuit etc., software including alarming,
medical tr,eatment, menu selection, message leaviRg etc.

As shown in Figure 2‑7, for the system configuration we used three‑layer
architecture: the first layer is management layer that the central PC linked with LAN
and share the resource with other PC on the upper direction. On the lower direction, it

liRked with LenWorks network via PC adapter Rode. The second layer is network layer
linked with central PC in first layer and its owR end‑nodes such as network gates; and

the third layer is end‑nodes which made up of many siitgle‑chip computers, to

implement the functions of control, monitor, display, communication etc.
Communication media is used twisted‑pair wiring, and the communication speed of the
lower layer (third layer) is 9600 bitls, by using RS‑485 standard bus.

There are three kinds of nodes on the LonWorks network. The first one is PC adapter

node which is used to rr}anage the commuRicatioR between the PC and the LonWorks
network, and send some network management information to keep the operation of the
network; the second kind of node is network gate which transmits the iRformation of
user nodes to the network via RS‑485 bus, and the network also replies the user nodes
by using network gate afid the RS‑485. The third kind of node is GPS timer node which
periodically sends time information to the Retwork, in order to adjust the time of each

node.
The main advantage of using Three‑layer architecture is, the top layer and the second
layer PC can interact each other and improve the ability of fault toleraitce. For example,

when the second layer PC has broken, the first layer PC sends out alarm signal, and
temporarily performs the work of second layer PC. IR the simiiar way, the second layer
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PC also can act as the first layer PC, aRd share the resource with other PC over LAN.
We implemented the system successfully in the intelligent baildiRgs in Peking, China.
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Figure 2‑7. Intelligent buildings network configuration
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2.9 Limitations of the Fieldbus contrel systems

'

As mentioned above, Fieldbus control systems were introduced in the industrial
digital control systems to the chaRge aRalog point‑to‑point wiring to a digital bus wiring

where many devices caR be coltnected to one wife. This brings about reduced cost for
cabling, modularization of systems, and flexibility in system setup comparing to the
analog systems.

However, fieldbus control systems is centrally organized automation designs which
typical}y consist of a number of different networks, based on a number of protocols.
Information is spread around in the organization; from sensor and actuator data at the

field level, through production and suppor{, and to logistics and orders at a more
administrative level. The many different protocols that are used make it a difficult task

to access data freely throughout the organization, especially across organizational
"layers". Rather, information is structured hierarchically in the orgaRizatioR.

Moreover, fieldbus control system is a bus‑based communication system which do
not scale well. As more nodes are added to the network, collisioRs will occur more often

and network performance will get worse. Minimizing collisions on the network is
critical in keeping fieldbus coRtrol system performing well. To solve this issue, Ethemet

has employed some methods to minimize collisions olt the network. One of the simplest

approaches is to just add bandwidth. The faster the transmit speed the quicker the
network is free to transmit. However, most of the established, existing field devices
should be changed in order to meet with the transmit speed of the network. Another way

is to apply two separate networks for redundancy of the system. Both of the methods
will also bring to cost problem and make the system more complex.
Therefore, the centralized design, special‑purposed lots of protocols aRd high costs
are the main limiting factor for these fieldbus control systems to meet with the strict
time‑limited hard real‑time requirements.

0n the other hand, current Ethernet staftdards promise network segmentation and full
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duplex that greatly eithance Ethernet's deterministic performance. Also, Ethernet
provides more bandwidth ‑‑‑ transfer speeds of IOOMbitls (Fast Ethernet) and inore
(Gbit Ethernet). These together caR minimize or completely eliminate collisions on the

network. Therefore fast Ethernet also seems to be a good choice for connecting
industrial devices with real‑time requirements.

Next chapter will give ￡he discussioR about the research on hard real‑time switched

Ethernet communication.
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3. Research en hard real‑time switched Ethemet communication

3.1 Real‑Time Systems
Real‑‑time systems are computer systems, which must produce a result within a
specified time. The overall correctitess of the result is therefore dependent on the logical

correctness ef the result and oR the time at which the result is produced. A logicaliy
correct result that comes too late is a wrong result [8].

Real‑time systems are always surrounded by an eitvironment, whose dynamic
determines the needed behavior concerning time limitations.
An example of real‑time systems is a robot used to pick up aR object from a conveyor

belt. The object is moving, and the robot must pick up the obiect within a given time
slot. if the robot operates too slowly, it will miss the object even though it moves to the

right place. On the other hand, if the robot operates too quickly, the object will not be
there yet, aRd the robot may block it.
A real‑time system is usually required to satisfy certain timing constrains [9‑1 1]. The

mos{ used timing constraint is deadline i.e. the time point before which the expected
result must be coinputed and deiivered. In order to grade the importance of deadline,

real‑time tasks are often classified as being critical (hard), essential (soft) or

non‑essential (non real‑time) as shown in Figure 3‑1, where y(O is a cost measure
associated with a task as a fuRction of its completion time.
If a critical task misses its deadline, the consequellces can be catastrophic and in inost
cases the system activity is terrr}inated. Therefore, when critical tasks are present in the
system, resources are often kept in reseive since the analysis of the required service for

critical tasks is made on worst‑case values rather than average behavior. Essential tasks
will not cause a catastrophe or a systei[n halt if they miss their deadlines, but will leacl to

a system malfunction for a short or Iong period of time. Most real‑time tasks fall into
this category. Finally, non‑‑essential tasks often have no deadline at all (non‑‑real‑time
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tasks) or, if they do have deadlines, Rothing critical or essential will happen if these are

missed. Maintenance tasks are typical examples of non‑essential tasks.
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Figure 3‑1. Iliustration of different types of real‑time systems

The classification into critical (hard), essential (soft) and noR‑essential (noR
real‑time) tasks is an attempt made by the appiication or the user of the system to
convey the importance of different tasks in a system and their deadlines [12]. The
reason for doing this is that the available resources in the system often are limited and

hence we Reed to use them as best as we can.

This is why scheduling becomes important [13‑16]. Consider a processing unit,
which is a limited resource that typically has several tasks of different importance to run.

We then need to find a suitable procedure for determining the order in which these tasks
should be executed. If all the tasks in the system are scheduled such that they all meet

their respective deadlines, the corresponding schedule is called feasible. A scheduling
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algorithm is said to be optimal if it can always find a feasible schedule whenever any
other scheduliRg algorithm is able to do so [l7‑19].

There are a number of schedgling algorithms available for real‑time scheduliRg
I20‑24] which we will illustrate in section 4.2, inciuding static aRd al))namic scheduliRg

algorithms.

3.2 Real‑Time Communicatiens
Corr}munication is an important part of most real‑time systems aRd can take place

both between systems and within systems. For example, communication is needed in
and between most industriai einbedded and distributed systems so that sensors can
report their readings and actuators be given directions. In multiprocessor systems tlie
different processors need to commuRicate with each other.
The characteristics of real‑time communication differ from the characteristics of non
real‑ time communication. For example, the traditional measure of throughput is of less

importaRce. Instead we are interested in a message loss rate or a probability of a
message arriving before its deadliRe. A lost message will result in an infinite delay.
Traditional critical hard real‑time communication systems often require an gpper bouRd
on the maximum eild‑to‑end message delay [25]. The real‑‑time literature discusses two
types of traffic in this context; guaranteed traffic and statistical traffic. WheR the traffic

stream is guaranteed, it means that every frame in the stream is guaranteed to arrive
before its deadline. Statistical traffic, on the other hand, refers to that no more than a

certain percentage of the frames in the stream may miss their respective deadline [26].
Altematively, some real‑time literature classifies guarantees as beiRg deterministic or
probabilistic [27]. If the offered service is deterministic it is said to be predictable and

suitable for hard real‑time systems, since normally both a "guaraiiteed" minimum
throughput and a bounded end‑to‑end delay is offered. A probabilistic guarantee is said
to "oRly guarantee" to meet a specified QeS with a certain prohability. This probability
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may however be equal to oRe and hence result in performance that is comparable to a
deterrflinistic system [28].

Probabilistic guarantees are often coRnectecl to average behavior, whereas
deterministic guarantees are made olt a worst‑case analysis and hence having a
probabilistic guarantee is said to yield a higher utilization of the system resources.

The communication medium can be quite different depending oA the application. It
could be, e.g., optical wire line channels, copper wire local .loops, a ring or a bus,
wireless, or the Internet which is in a sense a mixture of all of the above. A local area

network (LAN) is a relatively small network that shares a common medium that usually

employs the sarae medium access control (MAC) method. The role of the MAC
protocol is to ensure that all nodes connected to the LAN get access to the medium. The

specific MAC method used generally depends on the medfum iR question, e.g., a ring

Retworks may use Token ring, the Ethernet uses carrier seRse multiple access with

collision detection (CSMAICD), and the GSM network uses time division multiple
access (TDMA) [29].
Scheduiing of tasks to different processors has many similarities with accessing the

shared communicatioR medium. The communication medium is a limited shared
resource aRd the commuBication itself can be seen as a task that has a release time and a

deadline. Consequently, processor scheduling algorithms can often be used to do
communicatioAs scheduling as well. There are however a few differences: It is difficult
to completely centralize the scheduling of communication tasks. Further, a large diverse

network makes the scheduling problem significantly more complex. Specificaliy, if

there are more than one MAC technique in use in the network and when routing is
necessary.
IZisks are the feal‑time system's building blocks [30]. Each real‑time ￡ask has certain

temporal quantities (see Figure 3‑2) associated with them:

The Release IVme of ajob is when the job becomes available to the system. The
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Execution ifime is the time it takes for a job to be completeiy processed. The Response
TiJne is the interval between the release time and the completion of the execution. The
Reatly Time is the earliest time the job caR start executing (always greater or eqeal to

the Release Time). The Deadline is the time by which execution must be finished. If
execution is not complete by the deadline, the job is late. A job's deadline can be either

hard or soft, indicating the job's temporal dependence. As mentioned earlier, a missed
hard deadline can have serious consequences for correct system opera{ion. All real time
systems have a certain level of jitter. Jitter is a variance on the actual timing of the
above times. In a real‑time system, jitter should be measurable withiii a +1‑‑ interval so

that the system performance can still be guaranteed.

Release

Time

Ready
Time

Deadline

1. Release Time,

2. Ready Time,

Respo seTime

3. Execution Time,

ExecutionTime

4. Response Time,
5. Deadline.

time
Figure 3‑2. A real‑time task

To develop a real‑tii[ne distributed system, xvhere computers are intercoltnected, it is

vital to employ a network that can provide communication between the various
distributed computers in a reliable and tiinely fashion. Distributed processors running

real‑time applications must be able to inter‑communicate via a real‑time protocol,
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otherwise the temporal quality of their work is lost. Real‑‑time communication Retworks
are like any real‑‑time system [31‑32]. They can be critical, essential or non‑‑essential,

depending on the system requirements and their jobs' include message traRsmission,
propagation, and reception. There are a number of real‑time control networks available

and employed in industry, but none have the popularity or bandwidth capabilities of
Ethernet. In the following section, we will discuss the demand for a real‑‑time Ethemet
application.

3.3 Real‑Time Cemmunicatiens with Ethernet Network
At the beginning of this section, we will give a short introduction for the Ethernet

technologies, including the background of the Ethernet, a brief history, network
elements, the Ethernet Retwork topologies aAd structures, and the Ethernet data frame

'
format. Then, we will focus on the real‑time
communication demand for Ethernet
applications.

'

3.3.1 Ethernet Technologies

Background
The term Ethernet refers to the family of local‑area network (LAN) products covered

by the IEEE 802.3 standard ￡hat defines what is commonly known as the CSMA/CD
protocol. Three data rates are currently defined for operatioll over optical fiber and
twisted‑pair cables:

. 10 Mbps‑10Base‑T Ethemet
. 100 Mbps‑Fast Ethernet
. 1000 Mbps and more‑Gigabit Ethernet
EtherRet has survived as the major LAN technology (it is currently used for
approximately 85 percent of the world's LAN‑connected PCs and workstations) because
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its protocol has the following characteristics:

. Is easy to understand, implement, manage, and maintain

. Allows low‑cost Retwork implementations
. Provides exteRsive topological flexibility for network installation

. Guarantees successfu1 iRterconnection aRd operation of standards‑compliant
products, regardless of manufacturer

Ethernet‑A Brief Histery
The original EtherRet was developed as an experimental coaxial cable Retwork in the
1970s by Xerox Corporation to operate with a data rate of 3 Mbps usiRg a carrier sense

multiple access collision detect (CSMAfCD) protocol for LANs with sporadic but
occasionally heavy traffic req"irements. Success with that preject attracted early
attention and }ed to the 1980 joint development of the iO‑Mbps EtherRet Version l.O
specification by the three‑company censortium: Digi'tal Equipment Corporation, Intel
Corporation, and Xerox Corporation.
The original IEEE 802.3 standard was based on (and was very similar to) the Ethernet
Version 1.0 specification. The draft staRdard vL,as approved by the 802.3 working group
in 1983 aRd was subsequefltly published as an official stafldard iit 1985 (ANSYIEEE Std.

802.3‑1985). Since then, a nuinber of supplements to the standard have been defined to

take advantage of improvements in the technologies and to support additional network

media aRd higher data rate capabilities, plus several new optional network access
coRtrol features.

Ethernet Netwerk EIements
Ethernet LANs consist of network nodes and interconnecting media. The Retwork
nodes fall into two major classes:
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. Data terminal equipment (DTE)‑Devices that are either the source or the destination
of data frames. DTEs are typically devices sgch as PCs, workstations, file servers, or
print servers that, as a group, are all often referred to as end‑nodes.

. Data communication equipment (DCE)‑Intermediate network devices that receive
and forward frames across the network. DCEs may be either standalone devices such as

repeaters, Retwork switches, and routers, or communications interface units such as
interface cards and modems.

The current Ethernet media optioRs include two general types of copper cable:
unshielded twisted‑‑pair (UTP) and shielded twisted‑pair (STP), plus several types of
optical fiber cable.

Ethernet Network Tepologies and Structures

'

LANs take on many topological configurations. However, regardless of their sizg or
complexity, all will be a combination of only three basic interconnectioR structures or
network building blocks.

The simplest structure is the point‑to‑point interconnection, shown in Figure 3‑‑3.

Only two network units are involved, aRd the connection may be DTE‑to‑DTE,
DTE‑to‑DCE, or DCE‑to‑DCE. The cable in point‑to‑point interconnectlons is known
as a network link. The maximum allowable length of the link depends on the type of
cable and the transmission method that is used.
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Figure 3‑4. Example for Coaxial Bus Topology

The original Ethernet networks were implemented with a coaxiai bus structure, as

shown in Figure 3‑4. Segment lengths were limited to 5eO meters, and up to IOO

stations could be connected to a single segment. Individual segments could be
intercoimected with repeaters, as long as multiple paths did not exist between any two

stations on the network and the number of DTEs did not exceed I024. The total path
distance between the most‑distant pair of stations was also not allowed to exceed a

maximum prescribed value.
Although new networks are no longer connected in a bus configuration, some older
bus‑‑connected networks do still exist and are still useful.

Since the early 1990s, the network configuration of choice has been the star‑connected
topology, shown in Figure 3‑S. The central network unit is either a inulti‑port repeater

(also known as a hub) or a network switch. All connections in a star network are
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point‑to‑point links implemented with either twisted‑pair or optical fiber cable.
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Figure 3‑5. Example for Star‑Connected Topology

The Basic IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Data Frame Format

'

The IEEE 802.3 standard defines abasic data frame format that is required for all
MAC implementations, plus several additional optional formats that are used to extend
the protocol's basic capability. The basic data frame format contains the eight fields
shown in Figure 3‑6.
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12 bytes

7 bytes

1 byte

Inter‑frame Gap

Preamble
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Figljre 3‑6. The Basic llEEE 802.3 Ethernet Data Frame Format

. The Inter‑frame Gap‑‑‑‑‑TDefined as 96 bit times (12 bytes, O.96 pt s at 100 Mbps), is an

altemating pattern of ones and zeros. The inter‑frame gap is the interval between

successive Ethernet frames for the MAC. Depending on traffic conditions, the
measurement reference for the inter‑frame gap changes. If a frame is successfully
transmitted without a collision, the iiiter‑frame gap measurement starts from the
deassertion of the Transinit Enable (TXEN) signal. However, if a frame suffers a
collision, the inter‑frame gap measurement starts from the deassertioR of the Carrier
Sense (CRS) signal,
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. Preamble‑Consists of 7 bytes. The preamble is an alternating pattern of ones and
zeros that tells receiving stations that a frame is coming, and that provides a means ￡o

synchronize the frame‑reception por{ioRs of receiviRg physical layers with the incoming
bit stream.

. Start‑of‑frame delimiter‑Consists of 1 byte. The start‑of‑frame delimiter is an
alternating pattem of ones and zeros, ending with two coRsecutive 1‑‑bits indicating that

'

the next bit is the left‑most bit iR the left‑most byte of the destination address.

. DestiBation MAC address‑Consists of 6 bytes. The destinatioR MAC address field

ideRtifies which end node(s) should receive the frame. The left‑most bit in the
destiRation MAC address field indicates whether the address is an individual address
(indicated by a O) or a group address (ifldicated by a 1). The second bit from the }eft
indicates whether the destination MAC address is globally administered (indicated by a

O) or locally administered (indicated by a l). The remaining 46 bits are a uniquely
assigned value that identifies a single end node, a defined group of end Rodes, or all end

nodes on the network.'

. Source MAC addresses‑CoRsists of 6 bytes. The source MAC address field
identifies the sending node. The source MAC address is always an individual address
and the left‑most bit in the source MAC address field is always O.

. LengthiType‑Consists of 2 bytes. This field indicates either the number of
MAC‑client data bytes that are contained iR the data field of the frame, or the frame
type ID if the frame is assembled using an optional format. If the LengthlType field
value is less than or equal to l500, the number of Logical Link Centrol (LLC) bytes in
the Data field is equal to the LeRgth/Type field value. If the Length/Type field value is

greater than 1536, the frame is an optioRal type frame, and the LeRgthlType field value
ideRtifies the particular type of frame being sent or received.

.Data‑Is asequence ofnbytes of any value, where n is less than or equal to 1500.
There is a noRzero miRimum data size requiremeRt because the standard states that valid
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frames must be at least 64 bytes IQng from destination MAC address to frame cyclic
redundaRcy check (84 bytes, including iitter‑frame gap, preamble and start‑of‑frame
delimiter),

If the data portion of a frame is less than 46 by￡es, the pad field is used to fill out the

frarae to the minimum size. There are two reasons for this miRimum size limitation.
First, it makes it easier to distinguish valid frames from "garbage." When a traRsceiver
detects a collision, it truncates the current frarr}e, which means that stray bits and pieces

of frames frequently appear on the cable. Second, it prevents a node from completiRg
the traRsmission of a short frame before the first bit has reached the far end of cable,
where it may collide with another ft'ame.

. Frame cyclic redundancy check‑Censists of 4 bytes. This sequence contains a
32‑bit cyclic redundaRcy check (CRC) value, which is created by the sendiRg MAC aRd
is recalculated by the receiviitg MAC to check for damaged frames. The frame cyclic

redundancy check is generated over the destination MAC addres' s, the source MAC
address, LengthlType, and Data fields.

3.3.2 Tke Demand for Real‑Time Ethernet

The demand for Ethemet as a real‑time control network is increasing as
manufacturers realize the benefits of employiRg a single network technology froin the
boardroom to the plant floor. Decreased product costs coupled with the possibility of
overlapping training and maintenafice costs for information, field level, control aRd
possibly device networks would greatly reduce the expense to the maRufacturers [33].
Ethernet offers many benefits at the real‑time control level over existing solutions. As

a control network, fast Ethernet and gigabit EtherRet offers bandwidth that i's much

more faster thaix today's comparable fieldbus Betworks (such as the 1 Mbps and 2.5

Mbps of commonly used FCS) and can also support real‑time communication.
Distributed applications in control enviromnents require tight synchroaization so that
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the delivery of control messages caR be guaranteed within defined message cycle times
[34], Typical cycle times for control applications are listed in Table 3‑1. Traditional

Ethernet and fieldbus systems are not capable of meeting cycle time requiremeltts below
a few milliseconds, however the emerging real‑time Industrial Ethernet solutions allow
cycle times as low as a few microseconds.

Table 3‑1

TypicalCycleTimesforCentrolApplications
ControlApplicatien

TypicalCycleTime

Lowspeedsensors(e.g.temp.pressure)

TeRsofmilliseconds

DrivecoRtrolsystems

Milliseconds

Motioncontrol(e.g.robotics)

Hundredsofmicroseconds

Precisionmotioncontrol

Tensofmicroseconds

Highspeeddevices

Microseconds

Electronicranging(e.g.faultdetection)

Hundredsofnanoseconds

Along with the increased bandwidth and tight synchronization, real‑tirne Ethernet
gives manufacturers the security of usiRg a physical and data‑link layer technology that

has been standardized by both the IEEE and the ISO. Ethernet caR provide reduced
complexity with all the attributes required of a field, contrel or device network ‑ iR
operatioRs having up to 30 different networks installed at this level [35]. Furthermore,

Ethernet devices can also support TCPIIP stacks so that EtherRet can easily gate to the
Intemet. This feature is attractive to users since it allows remote diagnostics, control,

and observa{ion of their plaRt network frorn any Internet‑connected device around the

world with a license‑fi'ee web browser. Although Ethernet does introduce overhead
through its minimum message data size (46 bytes), which is large in comparison to
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existing coRtrol network staltdards, its increased bandwidth, standardization aitd
integration with existkig plant technology should generate good reasons to consider
Ethernet as a control network solution.

3.4 Making Real‑Time Ethernet a reality

3.4.1 Ethernet and CSMA/CD
As introduced above, current Ethernet standards promise transfer speeds of 100Mbitls
(Fast Ethernet) and more (Gbit Ethernet). This is significantly faster than most of the

established fieldbus systems and embedded networks. Therefore Ethernet is seems to be

a good choice for connectiRg indnstrial devices with hard real‑time requirements.
However, deterministic behavior of data transfer is more crucial thalt the network

bandwidth [36], With Ethernet in particular, data communicatioB can be delayed
unpredictably. This is not acceptable for dynamic iRdustrial coRtrol applications.

The reason for Ethernet's Ron‑determinism is its stochastic media access mechanism

CSMAICD (Carrier SeRse Multiple Access !Collision Detect). UsiRg CSMAICD, each
node monitors the wire before sending data. If the node sees that the wire is idle, it

begins transinitting. Otherwise, it waits until the wire ls free. Most of the time,
moRitoring the wire eRsures that there is no confiict (see Figure 3‑7).
Ethernet is fast enough that the time the node waits for the wire to be free causes only

a small bounded delay.
There is a chance, however, that two nodes will be waiting for the same transmission
to end. In this case, they will both detect aR idle wire and start traRsmitting at the same

time (see Figure 3‑8). This causes a collision, and the two nodes must arbitrate for
access.
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Figure 3‑7. When a second node arrives while the wire is busy
, it simply waits for its turn
to send.The first packet's transmission time is the only delay.

NODE 3 STARTS WAITING

t.iz:.‑il.....

NODE3
NODE2

NoDE2 ti.iT.A.R.TS.i)rii.TiNG

FREE WIRE AND START SENDING

Figure 3‑8. Most collisions occur when there are two nodes waitiRg to use the wire. When
the first node completes transmission, two other nodes will start trying to send at the same
tlme.

When a node notices a collision, it backs off aRd waits up to two time slots before
retrying. If the retry fails, the maximum wait time is doubled, aRd the Rode waits a
random period again. The algorithm continues uRtil the network is acquired. On a IOO
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Mbps Retwork, oite s}ot is only 5.12 pts. But the algorithrn cannot go forever, and it

stops doubliRg after IO attempts (1024 slot delays) and declares an error after l6
attempts. Thus, the expeRential back‑off algorithm causes uRpredictable delays. It is
obviotis that this method is not suitable for real‑time itetworking,

3.4.2 Ethernet switch

For obtaiRing determiRistic characteristics, the coRcept of switched Ethemet is the'n
proposed by utilizing one device, called the Ethernet switch, to eliminate the collision

domain by adding only one point‑to‑point connection between one of the switch ports

and the device on the network or to reduce the size of the collision domain by
subdividing the whole network iRto several segiiReRts. The switch is a layer‑2 device

according to the ISO‑OSI seven‑layer model and caR both receive aRd forward
messages based on their MAC addresses and certain message dispatchiRg algorithms
[37]. Besides avoiding message collision, the switch can aiso act as a traffic flow
controller by sending queue status back to the senders to pause message {ransmission.

Flow coRtrol is a mechaiiisrn for limiting traffic load to a certain level. While
remembering traffic smoothing, fiow control may be crucial to avoid the degradation of

real‑time communication networks performance [38].

Flow control is an important switch feature that eliminates dropped packets on
congested full duplex ports (on half‑duplex, congestion is avoided through carrier‑sense

jaiTnming). FIow control achieves this objective by "waming" stations {hat are
overloading the switch.

An Ethernet switch iR general consists of a certain number of input and output ports,

memory or buffer, microprocessors, and the switching hardware {39]. A full‑duplex
Ethernet switch with N iRputloutput ports is shown in Figt}re 3‑9.
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Figure 3‑9. Model on Ethernet switch

The capability of an Ethemet switch is determined by the numbers of inputioutput

ports, memory size, and the microprocessor speed. And its performance is then
characterized by the switching latency, frame forwarding delay, and b"ffering delay etc.

The numbers of input and output ports are the numbers of devices or segments of
devices that the switch can connect to simultaReously. The memory or buffer area is
used to store the packets to be forwarded and the network topology information near the
switch.

Switches provide a fiexible aRd scalable solution to the problems and limitations

inherent to Shared Ethemet networks (bus or hub‑based), through the use of new
mechanisms such as micro‑segmeRtation aRd full‑duplex operation, These mechanisms
may improve the timing deterrninism and performance of Ethemet to a great extent.

Ethemet networks have been based on hubs or buses where network Rodes shared the
same physical medium (broadcast network). This means that only one node could send
data at a time. If the number of nodes iRcreased (potentially increasing the network
load), a bridge or a router could be used to segmeRt the traffic, splitting the network into
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differeRt collision domains.

A switch is aR intelligeRt hub that can read and process the destination address of the
incoming data aRd sends it only to the reguired ports [40], While in a hublrepeater, data
sent by one node will be broadcast to all other nodes, in a switch, data is oRly sent {o the

destination node(s), which means that several nodes can transmit at the same time. A

bridge also overcorries such problem (common traffic between segmeRts), but lacks
some of the technological features inherent to switches (VLANs, flow control, etc.).
Moreover, a switch has several ports, while a bridge usually has only two.

Comparing to routers, switches make their ferwarding decisions based on link‑layer
addresses, while routers must parse network layer (Layer 3) header iiiformation, and

make changes in the packet, before forwardiRg it to the destination. Thus, a switch
avoids the processiRg overhead inherent to a router.

3.4.3 Micro‑segmentatieR with fuII‑duplex switched Ethernet operation
If segmentation in a switch is taken to an extreme, each device is iso}ated in its own

segment and has the entire port throughput for its own use. Micro‑segmeRtation
removes one of the primary causes of LAN congestioB [41]. This means that there are
no more problems with the aggregation of traffic from multiple stations, since there can
be only one node offering load to the segment at any given time. In these conditions, the

congestion burden is shifted to the ceRtral switch. This may not be a problem, as the

switch can be built {o handie the totai aggregate load of all the attached devices
(non‑blocking feature). A possibility of congestion still remaiRs due to traffic pattems

causing load te coRverge on a given port. If many devices are all attempting to
communicate with a single device, theR it is possible to have a congestion problem,
even though every device has its own LAN (flow colttrol techniques must be used to
oveycome this problem).
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Ethernet is Rorrnally a half‑duplex communication system. While data can be
transferred in both directions, a station is either transmitting or receiving at a given time.

On the original physical media used with Ethernet (i.e., coaxial cable), this was the only

way to communicate, since the same wire (and frequency) was used for transmission
and reception.

A micro‑segmented topology (where at most one device is connected to each port),
assures that there is only oRe device wishing to use each wire pair. Only the attached
end node ever speaks to the switch (using the transmit pair of the cable), and only the

switch ever speaks to the attached end no(le (usiRg the receive pair of the cable) ‑

full‑duplex operatioR. (The set‑up of Figure 3‑10 is for illustration purposes, and
uRlikely to be implemented in a practical form).
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Figure 3‑10 ‑ Half Duplex and Full Duplex
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Full

Duplex

There is never conteRtion between end nodes for the use of the medium, oppositely to

a Shared Ethemet topology.
With the possibility of contention removed, there is no longer aRy real Reed for the
collision detection and back‑off function. They can be eliminated and both the end node

and the switch are allowed to traRsmit at will, in both directions simultaneously ‑
full‑duplex operation. Theoretically, this mode of operation doubles the data transfer
rate.

3.4.4 Advances in switching
ARother very important difference between a switch aRd a bridge is that the switch is

able to behave like a massively parallel LAN bridge [42], allowiRg information on any
port to pass to any other port, simultaneously.

LAN switches may have two basic switching modes ‑ cut‑through and
store‑and‑forward. Cut‑through provides on‑the:Jq>? commutation, i.e., a packet is
forwarded (by the switch) as fast as possible. The switch ifispects each incoming frame
for the destination address of the target. It quickly determines the appropriate output
port by consulting its internal address map (similar' to a bridge). If {he output port is

available, the switch immediately forwards the frame to the destiRation, reducing the
latency inherent to most bridge architectures (that have to receive the entire frame
before making a forwarding decision). A store‑aRd‑forward switch, on the other hand,
accepts and analyses the entire packet before forwarding it to the desti!iation. It takes
more time to examine the packet, but it allows {he switch to catch certain packet errors

and keep them from propagating bad packets through the network.

Today, the speed of store‑aRd‑forward switches has caught up with cut‑through
switches to the point where the difference between the two is miRimal [43], Also, there
are a large number of hybrid switches available that mixes both architectures, at choice.

k3tel [44] considers a third switchiRg mode ‑ fragment‑free ‑ that filters out most
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error packets but does not Recessarily prevent the propagation of errors throughout the

network. It also considers aR adaptive switching technology that chooses the optimal
forwarding mode (for each port independently) based on real‑time error monitoring.

Another important issue iR switching is the blockinglnoR‑blocking feature.
Considering a switch specification and adding up all the por{s at the theoretical
maximum speed, the result will be the theoretical sum of the switch throughput. If the
switching bus, or switching components cannot handle the theoretical total bandwidth,
the switch is considered to be a blocking switch; otherwise it is a non‑hlocking switch.

For most applications, a hlocking switch that has an acceptable aRd reasonable
throughput level will work well.

CoRsider an eight port 101100 switches as shown in figure 3‑11. Since each port can
theoretically handle 200 Mbitls (fu11 duplex), there is a theoretical need for 1.6 Gbitis.

Though, coRsidering the simultaneity coefficient, each port will not probably exceed
50% utilization, so an 800 MbiYs switching bus might be adequate.
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Figure 3‑1 1, An eight port 101100 Mbps switch with full duplex
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Wken designing a rea}‑time communication system over Switched Ethernet, the
blockinglnon‑blockiRg characteristic and how lowlhigh shoEld be the data‑rate (in a
blocking solution), becomes aR importaRt issue that should be object of a thorough
analysis.

3.5 Switched Ethemet for hard real‑time communicatioms

3.5.1 Conventional hard real‑time communication protocols
With the increasingly demand for real‑time industrial systems, the ability of computer

networks to handle deadline guaranteed "hard" real‑time communication is becoming
more and rriore importaRt [45‑47], High bandwidth aRd determinism are the critical
necessary coRditions for hard real‑time applications. Unlike traditioiial, bus‑based

CSMAICD Ethernet, the switched Ethernet is a star‑based topology which can provide
collision domain to each of the perts of a switch. Therefore, end‑node cooperation is
needed only for bandwidth control, fiot any more to avoid collisions. In addition, current

Ethernet staRdards promise tragsfer speeds of IOOMbps (Fast EtherRet) and more (Gbi{
Ethernet). This will significantly improve Etherr}et bandwidth available to real‑time
cominunication applications,

Several researches have been done to treat hard real‑time communication.
MIL‑STD‑l533 [48] is an early development of the industrial protocol. It is reliable

standard interface for token riRg LAN. However, bandwidth has become a limiting
factor for it. RTCC [49] (Real‑Tiine Communication Control) is centralized approach
that has the disadvantage that failure in the controller will lead to the entire network

useiess, unless some sort of recovery protocol is impiemented. Aiiother research using
switched Ethernet for hard real‑time commuRication is studied in [50]. The main idea of

thc work is traffic slaaping to every end‑node on the switched Ethernet network. This

enables the network shared with non real‑time nodes; however, the traffic shapiRg
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capabilities also bring about time delay. An Ethemet access protocol called EDF‑CSMA
[51] has been proposed, which cait also deal with soft and non real‑time commuRication.

This method provides a solution to handle real‑time messages with strict deadlines,

making it suitable to a wider range of real‑time applications, However, hardware
modification is necessary to implement this protocol. Tutorial of hard real‑time
commBnication in packet switched networks is fouRd in [52].

3.5.2 Advanced network technologies based on admissien centrol
Recently, new schemes have been proposed based on call admission control (CAC)
depending on quality of service (QoS) and choice of the packet service discipline. The

common concept of the schemes is establishmeRt of a Real‑time Channel: a sirr}plex,
virtual connection between source nodes and destination nodes, with a priori guarantees

for commuRication performance in switching networks [53‑55].

To support the QoS demands of applications, both the ATM and the IP community
have defined service classes that provided per‑flow guarantees to applications [56‑57].

In order to provide guaranteed services, resources need to be reserved for every
accepted connection. ATM does this at the data‑link layer. For every call it reserves a
virtual channel over all links on the routelswitch from the source {o the destination. At

the network layer, resource reservation can be done using Multi Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS) or Differentiated Services (Diffserv) developed by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) [58‑591.

MPLS is a network paradigm that provides for efficient routing, forwardiRg,
tunneling and switching of traffic through a network. Within an MPLS network, traffic
is sent on label‑switched paths (or LSPs). A LSP is a path that has been established

between a source and destination aRd where every node contains a sequeflce of label
identifiers. Depending on the traffic characteristics, different LSPs could be created for

packets with different QoS or CoS requirements. As a result, high‑speed data switching
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is possible since hardware is able to switch packets quickly between links based on the

MPLS label.
MPLS is capable of multiprotocol support since the Forward Equivaleftt Classes can

combine any of the network layer protocols and their associated routing protocol

infermation. In this way, MPLS can work with a large variety of commonly used
link‑layer mediums such as ATM, Ethernet, Gigabit Ethemet, and even Token Ring.
Additionally, MPLS supports all types of forwarding: unicast, unicast with type of

service, and multicast packets. MPLS offers enhaRced routing capabilities such as

traffic engineering, QoS‑based forwarding, and VPNs (virtual private networks).

However, an end‑to‑end solution is only possible if an entire network is
MPLS‑enabled. In other words, MPLS is domain‑specific. Because of this specificity,
on the one hand, MPLS naturally finds its greatest streRgth in core networks. OR the
other hand, a large infrastructure overhaul to existing ll? carrier equipment (routers,
switches, carrier networks) is needed to implement.
Furthermore, applications at this level are classified as best‑effort, rate sensitive or

delay sensitive, therefore, MPLS has no guarantee for strict deadline‑‑sorted hard
rea}‑‑time communication.

Diffserv is an architecture for providing different types or levels of service for
network traffic. ORe key characteristic of Diffserv is that flows are aggregated in the

network, so that core routers only need to distinguish a comparably smal} number of
aggregated flows, even if those flows contain thousands or milliens of individual flows.

DiffServ stands for differentiated services aRd refers to the concept of providing a
different priority for different classes of traffic. DiffServ is implemeRted by using an
available IP header field to indicate the priority that a packet should receive.

The advantage of DiffServ is that all the policiRg and classifying is done at the
boundaries between DiffServ clouds. This means that in the core of the IRtemet routers

,

can get on with doing the job of routing, and not care about the complexities of
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collecting payment or enforcing agreements.

However, one of the disadvantage is that the details of how individual routers deal
with the ￡ype of service field is somewhat arbitrary, and it is difficult to predict

end‑‑to‑‑eRd behaviour. This is complicated further if a packet crosses two or more

DiffServ clouds before reaching its destination. Also, DiffServ only enables
prioritization of one packet type over another, with no guarantee that even high‑priority
packets will not be affected by congestion. Therefore, it will also not suitable for hard

real‑time commuRication.

Furthermore, to provide different QoS commitments, the IETF developed the
integrated services model that requires resoufces such as bandwidth and buflrers to be

explicitly reserved for a given data fiow to eRsure that the application receives its

requested QoS. The Resource Reservatien Protocol (RSVP) is used by the integrated
services model to provide the reservation messages required to set up a fiow with a

requested QoS across the network. In RSVP, the admission control and fesource
allocation policies are based on different levels of QoS specifications ‑‑‑ deterministic

or guaranteed, statistical and best‑effort. RSVP requests resources for simplex flows,
i.e., it requests resources iR only one direction ffom a sender to a receiver. Therefore,
RSVP treats a sender as logically distinct from a receiver, although the same application
process may act as both a seRder and a receiver at the same time. It is receiver‑oriented
in that the receiver of the data flow is responsible for the initiation and maintenance of
the resource reservation and quality of service (QoS) specification.

The main feature of RSVP is the maintenance of soj}‑state at each intermediate router
or switch: a resQurce reservation at an intermediate station is maintained fof a limited
time only, therefore, the sender must periodically refresh its reservation. This approach

allows RSVP to adapt to network load and outages. RSVP is designed to deliver

resource reservation requests to related switches. Therefore, RSVP is more
appropriately a state establishmentprotocol. The resource reservatioA is based upon the
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link's ability to satisfy the user specified QoS requirements mapped to its domain. This

func{ion is done by its two local control modules: Admission Control and Policy
Control at each intermediate station iR the connection.

Figure 3‑12 illustrates the resource reservation process of RSVP. To make a resource

reservation at a ftode, the RSVP daemon coifimuRicates with adraission coRtrol afid
policy control. Admission control determines whether the node has sufficieRt available

resources to supply the requested QoS. Policy control determines whether the user has

administrative permission to make the reservatioR. If either check fails, the RSVP
program retums an error notificatioR to the application process that originated the
request. If both checks s"cceed, the RSVP daemon sets parameters in a packet classijier

and packet scheduler to obtain the desired QoS. The packet classifier determines the
QoS class for each packet and the scheduler orders packet transmission to achieve the

promised QoS for each stream.

RSVP

Policy

DaemoR

Control

Applicatioi?

Admission
Coiitrol

Data

Packet

Packet
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Fig ure3‑12. Resource reservatioR process
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RSVP makes resource reservations for both unicast and many‑to‑many multicast
applications. Therefore, it is more appropriate for a large group commuRications. To the

best of our knowledge, RSVP is mostly used for customized multimedia and online
meetings such as videocoRferencing. RSVP is IP based protocol, and there is no
guaraRtee of deadline in application service lifetime, and have large runtime overhead,

therefore, there are few applications iR industrial real‑‑time communication control
systems.
However, one of the goals in our work is to use cheap existing hardware and software

whenever possible. This requires that the network used should at least be based oR

existing hardware. Customized hardware would drive up the price of devices
considerably and take up a lot of time to design and implement.

3.5.3 TCPfUDP/IP for hard real‑time Ethernet ?
With industrial Ethernet, there is a tendeRcy to define an application layer
environment aloRg with the TCPIIP protocol, to realize an industrial automatioR

networking application. Al{hough some real‑time Ethemet applications (e.g.
EtherNetllP) perform all their communication (including real‑time communication)
through the TCPIUDPIIP stack and provide compatibility with TCPIIP, most solutions

do not employ this pro￡ocol for hard real‑time communication. in a system like
EtherNet/IP, TCP is used for initialization and coRfiguration (explicit) messages while
UDP, with its reduced overhead, is used for real‑time UO (implicit messaging).
For hard real‑time Industria} Ethernet applications, the proposed protocol compatible

with TCPIIP. The ability of the proposed protocol for hard real‑time Ethernet
application to intercommunicate with an office‑based system is paramount to achieve
the Ethernet‑techRology plant.
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3.5.4 Propesed hard real‑time communication protocel

Based on the above‑‑mentioned QoS architectures and protocols, the proposed
protocol in our work also establishes a way (virtual link) between source nodes and

destinatioR nodes by applying admission control based upoR the reqt}ested QoS.
However, in our work, a key strategy to realize hard real‑time commuRication is
"bypassiRg" of TCPIIP suites. The proposed protocol manages hard i'eal‑time traffic to
bypass the TCPIIIP stacks. This makes considerably reduce the dwell time in ￡he nodes,
and increase the achievable data frame rate by evasion of the non‑deterministic behavior
inherent in fhe TCP aRd IP stacks.

IR our star‑like network architecture, every end‑node is connected with a private
virt"al link to a switch, so that there is a private traffic link for each direction. Then

collisions can no longer occur oR any network cable.
Present‑day switches einploy a technique called store‑and‑forward to transfer packets
from one port to another, using per‑‑port buffers for packets waiting to be sent on that

port. But congestion may occur when one node is suddenly receiviRg a lot of packets

from the other nodes. Current switches do not provide any guarantees as to which

packets wi}1 be sent first. We solved this by providing a switch with bandwidth
reservation capabilities inside the switch, and we ttsed Earliest Deadline First (EDF)

scheduliRg to make decisions as to which packets are forwarded first. This provides
guarantees for both bit rates and strict delivery deadlines.

In our work, a software called real‑time layer (RT layer) is added between the
Ethernet protocols and the TCPIIP suite in each end nodes and switch to support both
bit rate and maximuin latency guarantees for hard real‑time traffic. The guarantee is

uphold by real‑time channels (RT chaimel), which can be created and closed
dynamically. An RT channel caR be considered as a virtual wired connection between
two nodes connected to the switch. The nodes, which are connected to the switch, can

either be real‑time nodes or i}on real‑time nodes (nodes without RT layer added)
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depending on which level QoS is required.
The added RT layer iR the Rodes enables applications to reserve real‑time channels on

the network subject to a feasibility analysis. In this way we guarantee bandwidth for
real‑time traffic. RT channel is established between source Rodes and destination nodes
according to the RT layer, not defines a way of encapsulating other layer 2 and layer 3
protocols that the other protocols does.

The proposed protocol does not Reed any modificatioits in the Ethernet hardware oR

the network interface cards, and coexis￡s with TCPIIP suites. Which means that
non‑real‑time nodes car} coexist in the network, and the proposed protocol support for

co‑existing staRdard TCPIff' and UDPIIP IRternet traffic without disturbing the
real‑time traffic, in order to support existing network systems. Therefore, the LAN with

the proposed protocol can be connected to the existing Internet networks. It can be
adopted in hard real‑time applications such as embedded systems, distributed industrial
systems, parallel signal processing and robotics.
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4. Hard Real‑time cemmunicatien sllppert
In this chapter, design and implementatioR of a switched Ethernet protocol for hard

real‑time communication are discussed. In section 4.l outline of the network
'
architecture is introduced. In section 4.2, we give a brief description of the real‑time

schedu}ing algorithnis. In section 4.3, we describe the RT chaltnel establishment by
applyiRg the admission control. Section 4.4 illustrates {he managemeltt of hard real‑time
traffic and best‑effor{ traffic. Lastly, in section 4.5, we elaborate feasibility analysis for

R Ir chanRel estabiishmeRt and focus on scheduling of real‑time fi:ames.

4.1. Netwerk architecture
We applied a full‑duplex switched Ethemet which is con"ectable to existiitg Internet.

Switches enable fiexible network configuration of multiple and simultaiieous links
between various ports. ‑A switched Ethernet enables some key benefits ovef traditional

Ethernet, such as full duplex and flow control. Therefore, switches enable flexible
Retwork configuration of mgltiple and simultaneous links between various ports. In
addition to this, it directs network traffic in an efficient way, establishing a kiltd of

direct descent of commuRication between two ports of each frame structure.
In our work, a key strategy to realize hard real‑time corr}inunication is bxpassing of

TCPIIP suites. In order to manage this bypass, both the switch and the nodes have
software ‑‑‑ real‑time layer (RT layer) added between the Ethernet protocols and the

TCPIIP suite in the OSI reference model. All nodes are connected to the switch and
nodes can communicate mutually on the logical real‑time chaimels (RT channels), it is a
virtual comiectioB between two nodes of the system respectively (see Figui"e 4‑1).

A node' can either be real‑time node or non real‑time node depending on which level
QoS is required. NoR‑real‑tiine node can coexist iR the network without disturbing the

real‑time traffic. MAC functioR, frame buffering and the concentrated transmission
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arbitration is included in the switch. Therefore, switch has the overall respoRsibility

both for set‑‑up of RT channels and for online control of packets passing through the

'

switch.
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Figure 4‑1 . Network architecture with RT chanRels

Hard real‑time commuRication is realized by dynamic priority scheduling of real‑time
data fi'ames based oR the earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm which will described in

the following section. The RT layer do‑nothing to noR real‑time frames and makes thern
go through the ordinary circuit with TCPIIP suites. Namely, the RT layer is compatibie
with existing TCPIIP aRd handles both real‑{ime and noR real‑time traffic depending on

QoS.

4.2 Real‑time scheduling algorithm
Real‑‑time scheduling algorithms fall into two categories: static and al);namic
scheduling [l7‑20] (as shown in the Figure 4‑2).
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RouRd Robin
Cyclic Executive
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Deadline Monotonic
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Figure 4‑2. Cl assi fication of sche duliRg algorithms

In static scheduling, the scheduliRg algorithm has complete knowledge of the task set
and its constraints, such as deadlines, compBtatioB times, precedeltce constraints, and
future release times. The Rate Moiiotonic (RM) algorithm and its extensions are static

scheduling algorithms and represent one major paradigm for real‑time scheduling. In

dynamic scheduliBg, however, the scheduliRg algorithm does net have the complete
knowledge of the task set or its timiRg constraints. For example, new task activations,
not known to the algorithm when it is scheduling the current {ask set, may arrive at a

future unknowB time. Dynamic scheduliRg can be further divided into two categories:
scheduling algorithms that work in resou.rce sbcfflcient environments and those that work

in resobtrce instdi[icient environments. Resource sufficient environmeRts are systems
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where the system resources are sufficient to a priori guarantee that, even though tasks

arrive dynamically, at aRy given time all the tasks are schedulable. Under certain

conditions, Earliest DeadliRe First (EDF) [17] is an optimal dynamic scheduling
aigorithm in resource sufficient environments because the task with the nearest deadliRe
for its curreRt request has the highest priority. At any instant, the task with the highest

priority and an unfulfilled request gets hold of the CPU. This contrasts with the RM
algorithm iR which priorities do not change with time.

The necessary and sufficieRt condition for the feasibility of a task set with EDF is

given below:

;,.l CTii ‑< 1, (1)
where, n is the total number of tasks.

The ratio of Ci7Ti is the CPU utilization by the ith task. The above coRdition is
necessary because the tasks should not overload the CPU if they have to meet all the
deadlines.

EDF is optimum in the sense that if a task set caR be scheduled by any algorithm, it

can also be scheduled by EDF. Jeffay and StoRe [21] gave an equivalent feasibility
condition:
A set ofperiodic tasks scheduled using EDF will he feasihle if and only ijC for all L,

L20 where,

L >‑ 2,i ITLic,. (2)
Dynamic priority scheduliRg with the EDF algorithm has a distinct advantage over
fixed priority scheduling: the schedulable bound for EDF is IOO% for all task sets. This

means that we can fully utilize the computing power of the CPU. Embedded systems are
in general fu11y loaded, as they attempt to get as close to 100% utilization as possible
while still maintaining the Recessary predictability.
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EDF is another major paradigm fer real‑time scheduling. The EDF algorithm has the
higher scheduling overhead comparing to the RM algorithm, as it has to dyRamicaily
compute priorities of tasks (run‑time processing). However, this should not be a major
difficulty as the computing speed of the CPU getting faster altd the computifig power of
the CPU can be fully utilized.

A major problem with the EDF algorithm is that there is Ro way to guarantee which
tasks will fail first if the task overload occur (with RM, low priority tasks are always the

first to fail. However, no such priority assignment exists with EDF). Which means that
the EDF algorithin can guarantee for the real･‑time scheduling only under the resoarce
stijfficient (task under loaded) enviroRments.

In our work, before the real‑time traffic is transmitted, we should apply sufficient
resources iR order to establish the real‑‑tiiine channel, by applying admission control
based upon the provided QoS (which will be described in the fiext section). Under this
circumstance, there should be no overload exist in the real‑‑time channel, and EDF is an

optinaal dynamic scheduling algorithm under such condition because of its higher
schedulable bound. Therefore, we used EDF scheduling algorithm in our work.

4.3 RT channel establishment
Before the real‑time traffic is transmitted, the real‑tiine channel (RT channel) should

be established. The establishment of RT chamiei is including request and recognition

communication after the source nodes, destination nodes and switch have agreement
with channel establishment. As new real‑time requests (chaimel establishment) are
made, they must go through aR admission control module tlaat determines if there is
sufficient network bandwidth available to satisfy the request of the node.

Admission control is the problem of deciding which requests to accept and which to
reject based upon the supported QoS, with the goal of inaxirr}iziRg the total profit
accrued by the accepted requests, In other words, admission coRtrol is the problem of
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findiRg a feasible soiution with maximum profit.

Admission coRtrol deals with the question as to whether a switch caR accept a new
conRection or not based upon the constraint to meet the negotiated QoS requiremeRts of

all existing connections as well as of the new connection. Typically, the decision to
accept or reject a new connection is based on the followiRg two criteria:

1. Resource Availability: Are there enough resources to support the new connection
without affecting the guarantees of existiRg coRnections?

2. Policy Restrictions: Does this connection satisfy administrative restrictions,
maxirnum number of open connections in its traffic class, source nodeldestination node
addresses etc.?

The decision on resource availabiiity is made by keeping a running total of resources
already committed to existing conRections. The running total is queried to determine if

the resources required by the new connec{ion would violate a guarantee given to some

other connection. The connection parameters are then checked for compliance with
policy restrictions. If the above criteria are both satisfied, the coRnection is accepted.

If a new connection is accepted, bandwidth andlor buffer space iR the switch is
allocated for this connection. The allocated resources are released when the coRRection
is completed.
If the system includes critical tasks, the worst‑case values are used in the analysis,

otherwise average values are most common. When determining the worst‑case
completioR time for a task, not only consider the execution time of the task, but also

consider execution intefference from other higher priority tasks and any poteRtial

preemption. If a task is accepted in an admission control system, it is typically
guaranteed a certain quality of service (QoS). Usually, there are different levels of QoS
available in the system. Using differeRt priorities is one way of ensuring different levels

of quality. One reason for having several QoS levels is that most systems need to be

able to support both real‑time aRd non‑real‑time tasks concgrrently. The relative
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deadline of a task is defined as the difference between its deadline and its release time.

As for the establishment of aR RT chanRel, each connection request is specified by
twe distinct nodes, the sending node and the receiving Bode in the network that want to

commuBicate. Each transmission request has a certain bandwidth requirement and some
time specificatioR given by its starting time and its duration. If the network establishes a

transmission request, it first decides on a path ft'om the sending node to the receiving

node of that traRsmissiofi, through which the transmission is being routed. Then it
allocates the requested amount of bandwidth on all links along that path during {he time
period in which the transmission is active.

Figure 4‑3 describes the establishment of an RT channel. The RT channel should be
established between a source node and a destinatioR node according to the RT layer that

is added between the EtherRet protocols and the rlrCPIll? suites. Each node is
connectable to rftultiple sending and receiviRg RT channels. When a Rode wants to send

hard real‑time frames, it directly accesses the RT layer. The RT layer then sends "RT
channel establishment request" to the RT traffic maftagement in the switch (see Figure
4‑4). The switch then evaluates the feasibility of traffic schedule of a path from the

sending node to the receiving Rode of that transmission, by applying the admission
control. If the schedule is feasible, the switch responses with the network schedule
parameters (see Figure 4‑5) to the sending node. Otherwise, the switch sends out a set of

recommended control parameters to the sending node. These control parameters are
sugges{ed based oR the status of switch queue and the active queue coRtrol law.
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Figure 4‑3. Real‑Time channel establishment
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4.4 Traffic managernent
After RT channel is established, only real‑time data traffic from the end‑node
bypasses the TCPIIP stacks aRd thus considerably reduces the dwell time in the nodes,

and increases the achievable data frame rate by evasion of {he non‑deterministic
behavior ifihereRt ii3 the TCP and IP stacks. Here dwell time of a node refers to one of

the substantial influeRce factors for the real‑time performance. An RT chaRnel should
cross two physical liRks: one from the source node to the switch, and the other from the

switch to the destination node (uploads and downloads, respective}y). The RT channel
is required to provide real‑time guarantees for both the uplink and the downlink.

Besides hard rea}‑time traffic, our Ethernet network protocol should allow for
best‑effort traffic which must not affect the transmission of hard real‑time packets.
Namely, best‑effort traffic (non rea}‑tirne Qr soft real‑time traffic) come frona best‑effort

protocols (HTTP, SMTP, FTP, etc.) uses the services of' the TCPIIP protocol suites and

put in an FCFS‑sorted (First Come First Serve) queue in the RT layer. In order to
achieve this, best‑effort traffic is allowed when no hard real‑time packets want to
transmit. If a best‑effort sender needs higher bandwidth to send a large amouBt of data
(for example, a long packet), it tries to make an additjonal reservation and transmit its

data immediately after reservation. If the time is over and the long packet did not
finished yet, it tries to make a reservation again.

When a hard real‑time packet becomes ready to transmit again, the RT channel
i'nanagement should immediately interrupt the best‑effort traffic aRd go to the
corresponding node, so that the hard real‑time traffic may start. AccordiRg to the RT
layer, the }ast node visited for best‑effort traffic should be remerr}bered, so the next
round of best‑effort traffic packet can start off at that node.

Because there are two different output queues for each port on the switch, "fraine
recognizing" is necessary. On that account, the switch has two MAC addresses: one is
for control traffic (e.g., RT chaRnel request frames); and the other is for real‑time traffic
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over RT chanRels. And theR, the switch will be able to recognize the differeRt kinds of

frames: control frames, real‑time data frames and Ron real‑time data frames that come

from TCPIrp stacks. The end‑nodes recogRize control frames by reading MAC source
address that is set to the switch address. Non real‑time frame carries the final destination

MAC address iR the Ethernet header when it leaves from the source node.
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Figure 4‑6. Real‑‑time data frame processing

Another important role of the RT layer is to handle "RT data frame processing". The

RT layei' makes the switch recalculate the Ethemet cyclic redundancy check (CRC) of
an iRcoming real‑time frame before putting it to the correct deadliRe‑sorted output
queue (see Figure 4‑6). This will also be helpful to increase the reliability of the hard
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real‑time data frarnes, since for a hard real‑time traffic, the reliability also is a very

important factor as a deadline. The checksurris of noR real‑time frames do not Reed to be
recalculated.

4.5 Scheduling of real‑time frames

In this subsection, we elaborate feasibility analysis for RT channel establishment and

scheduling for traffic management.

We assume that Node l (source node) wants to send real‑‑time traffic to Node 2

(destination node). The real‑time guarantee is supported by RT chamael, and the
scheduling of real‑time frames in the switch and end‑Rode is rnade according to EDF
theory. First, we check ￡he feasibiiity of the real‑time traffic according to calculate the
{otal utilization of all the request frames. RT channel of the i‑th task is characterized by
{71)d,i, Ci, 7Li,i}; where 7})d,i is period of the data, Ci is time required to complete the

execution of the task per the period, TLi,i is the relative deadline used for the end‑to‑end

EDF sched"ling.
Tke task period 7>,d,i can be described as:

71t)d,i=Tni,i+Tn2,i+71rt･ (3)
where Zii,i and Zi2,i are the deadlines of each real‑time frame for upload and download,

respec{ive}y; and T,t is the corner‑tt}rn delay introduced by the switch. In a fully
switched Ethernet there is only one equipinent (end‑node) per each switch port. In case
that wire‑speed full‑duplex switches are used, the end‑to‑end delay caR be minimized by

decreasing the message buffering. A frame traveling through the switch in its path
wlthout any bufferiRg has the miniinum delay. The total coyner‑turn delay introduced by
a switch iRcluding:
. The switching latency (including traflf'ic classification and switch fabric set‑up time),

. The frame forwarding latency which depends oR the foywarding mode and eventually
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on the frame length if the "store & forward" mode is runniRg,

. The buffering delay when the frame is queued.

The switchiRg latency is a fixed value which depeRds on the switch performaRce and

often provided by the switch vendor; the frame forwardiRg delay can be obtained
knowing iR which mode the switch is running; buffering delay exists in a switch
whatever the switch is with full wire‑speed or not. In fact message buffering occurs
whenever the output port cannot forward all input messages on time. However, for the
input traffic, scheduiing analysis can give the worst‑case buffering delay, providing thus
the hard real‑￡ime guarantee.

Because the system is fuIl dgplex, for each link we consider two independent tasks;
oRe is about the down}oad parts through the link, aRd the other is the upload parts. The

task of the upload link and dowRload Iink is then executed with the set of instructien
queue in the order decided by the switch.

According to EDF theory, the total utilization of all the request frarnes is then
calculated as:

U==;,I:,li,, (4)
Suppose 71r,d,i ‑< Tli,i for simplicity, it is well known that EDF scheduling is
feasible if and only if U g1.
If the test for task i succeed aRd real‑time channel is established, real‑time data frame

bypasses the TCPIll? stacks and put in a deadline‑sorted queue scheduled by RT layer in
the switch and end‑Rodes according to the EDF theory.
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The processes of hard real‑time traffic and besFeffor￡ traffic transmission (see Figure

4‑‑7) are summarized as follows:

1. Whefl the switch received a packet froin an end‑host, it recognizes which
application the packet is come from (real‑time or best‑effort).

2. If the packet come from the real‑time application, then the RT layer interrupt
transmitting best‑effort traffic immediately so that the hard real‑‑tirae traffic may start.

And the iRformation for last transmitted queue of the best‑‑effort traffic should be
stored so that the next rouRd of best‑efforttraffic can start off at that queue.

3‑A. The switch will be able to recogltize the different kinds of frames: control
frames (e.g., RT channel request frames) and real‑time data frames. If the received
packet is the coRtrol frame, then the RT layer must go through an admission control

module that determiRes if there is sufficient network resource (baRdwidth and
guaranteed time limit) available to satisfy the request of the node.

4‑A. If a request is admit{ed, tlae switch responses with the network schedule
parameters to the sending node, and rnake RT channel virtual connection. And then
allocates the requested an3ount of bandwidth andlor buffer space on this connection
link.

4'‑‑A. Otherwise, the switch seRds out a set of recommended control parameters to
the sendiBg node.

S‑B. After RT channel is established, hard real‑time data is delivered through the

circuit and bypassing the TCPIIP stacks by reading MAC addresses iR response
parameter.

6‑B. The RT layer makes the switch recalculate the Ethernet cyclic reduRdancy
check (CRC) of an incoming hard real‑time frame before putting it to the correct
deadline‑sorted output queue. This will also be useful to increase tl}e reliability of the

hard real‑time data frames.

7‑‑B. Real‑tiiine data passed the above check is then put in a deadliRe‑sorted queue
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scheduled by RT layer in the switch and end‑hosts according to the EDF theory, and
then,

8‑B. Forward the dead}ine‑sorted data to the destinatioB node. The allocated
resources are released when the connection is completed.

3‑C. On the other hand, by carrying the final destination MAC address in the
Ethernet header when Ieaving fi'om the source node, non or soft real‑time data is
delivered through the circuit iRcluding the TCP/IP stacks in an FCFS‑sorted queue,
and traflsmit the traffics at the ldle time of the schedule.

4‑C. Ifabest‑effort sender needs to send alarge amount of data (for example, along
packet), it tries to make an additional cycling time reservation aRd transmit its data
immediately after reservation. If the time is over and the Iong packet did not finished
yet, it tries to make a reservatioR again.

'

The protocol designed with above procedure rneets the deadline for the periodic and
aperiodic data fr'ames, and also realizes faster execution of the real‑time tasks.
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Pseudocode for the Process of traffic transmission:

#include <ctype.h>

#include <ermo.h>
#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

ArrivalFrame[] = F; Process[] = F;

/* ArrivalFrame[] and Process{] have source MAC address, destination MAC address,

{ I}]d,i, Ci, Tlr,i}, remaining‑tirfie, and conBection ID*/

if ArrivalFrarne has only final destination MAC address then

TerminationTime = co' CurrentProcess = NULL'

))

1*Process[] treat as best‑effort traffic*1

else

CurrentProcess : NULL'

'

stop best‑effort traffic and store last transmit{ed traffic address;

if MAC so"rce address is set to the switch address then

Call Admission Control'

'

else

1*parse‑input(RTin, RT‑layer)*/
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int parse‑input(ArrivalFrame‑t, task.‑.buD

ArrivalFrame[] = RTinmtask;

Input: RTinnytask to RT‑layer

Goto RT data frame processiHg;

Pseudocode for EDF algorithm;

#include <ctype.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

Input: s: packet; Z,d,i is period of the data; q: processor; l: expected workload;

Input: T: packet set; P: processor set; W '‑'‑ (period(Ti)): allocation time window;

for each packeti :1 to ITI in increasing order ofpacket relative deadlines do

foreachperiodf=l to fW/period(Z)1 de
dl(S) x ComputeDeadline(s,l);

/* compute the deadline of s *l
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for processor q C PR do

ResponseTime(g) = EDF‑Response‑Time‑Analysis (s, p, g, l);

l* determine the shortest response time *1

MinResponse : m,in{ResponseTime(x)lx C PR};
Determine pmin that has the shortest response time;

if MinResponse > dl(s) × (1 ‑Margen) then

Return FAILURE;
else

pr(s) = Pmin;

Return SUCCESS'
'

EDF‑Response‑Time‑Analysis (s, p, q, l):

#include <ctype.h>
#include <errno.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>
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Input: s: subtask; p: period relative to expected }oad change time; g: processor; l:

expected workload;

ArrivalEyents[] :<P; Process[] :<P;

!* ArrivalEyents[] and Process[] have four fields: time, subtask, remaining.‑‑time, aRd

resume time *1
x = Parent7keskA[unzhei"(s); y '‑' SubtaskNumber(s, x);

/* y is the id of s within its parent task x *!

StopTime = ArrivalTime(71,) ÷ dl(71,); 1* time window until the absolute deadline of ll'k)

*!

ArrivalEvents :ArrivalEvents U[st.;1', AJArivalTime(s), eex(s,l/replicas(stl)), ‑oo];

for each task i = l to (x‑1) !" consider tasks with shorter relative deadlines "/ de

for each periodj ‑‑‑‑ l to [StopTiine 1 period(Ti)] do

for each subtask k = l to [ST(Z)] do

if stL has a replica executing on processor q during period.i theR

1* }nsert the arrival event at its arrival time position *1

ArrivalEvents = ArrivalEvents U[st(, ArrivalTime(st￡), eex(s,lfrepticas(st()), ‑ool;

Termi.nationTinze = co' CurrentProcess = NULL:

7.

/* construct the schedule to detertnine subtask response time *1
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for each arrival event k from ArrivalEvents in increasing order of arrival times do

ifArrivalTime(k).time < TerminationTime then

t = ArrivalEven ts [k] .time;

if CurrentProcess X NULL /* CPU is not idle *l then

Process[CarrentProcess].remaining‑time = (t ‑Process[CurrentProcess].resumelhtime);

Process = Process + ArrivalEvents[k] ;

ArriyalEvents = ArrivalEvents ‑ ArrivalEvents[k] ;

CurrentProcess = LocalScheduler(Process[]);
CarrentProcess.resume‑time = t;
TerminationTime = t + Process[CurrentProcess].remaining‑time;
else

t = 7'lerminationTime;

if Process{CurrentProcess].subtask = s then

ResponseTime = t ‑ Arrivaltime(s);

'
/* one of the subtasks of shorter deadline tasks missed its deadline *1

if t > Process[CarrentProcess].time + dl(Process[CurrentProcess].subtask) theR

Return oo;

Return ResponseTime;
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Pseudocode for admission coRtrol:

Reseryation Estimation
en packet p arrival:

b <‑ state(p);

L=L+b;
on time‑‑out T W:

1* estimated reservatiofi */

Rrmest = L1 TmW;

R‑bouRd = min(R‑bound,
R‑esti(1 ‑ D + Ra);

Ra=O;
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Admission Controt

on reservatlon request r:

1* admission ctrl. test *1

if (Rmbound +r <= C)

'

Ra=Ra+r;
R‑bound = R‑bound + r;
accept(r);

else

reject(r);
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4.6 Performance evaluation

4.6.1 LAN vvith full‑duplex switched Etliernet

We made a LAN with a full‑duplex switched Ethernet and end‑Rodes, by using
desktop computer and several embedded Ethernet developmeRt boards which is produced
by YDK Technologies IRc. that provides a hardware platform based on Altera@ ACEXTM

devices (see Figure 4‑8). The Ethernet Development board includes hardware and
software components that provide network coimectivity for the embedded systems.

The components iRcluding:
' A network‑iRterface card (NIC) that plugged directly into the development board.

' An SOPC Builder library component.
' A C lai}guage library that provides a Network‑protocol stack.

FPGA

SRAiS(i

SRAM
128KB

FROM
IMB

128KB

MACI
10 Base‑T/
'

PHY ' T '‑leeBase‑TX

'
"..
Nios
''

'

ttt
t ttt/

DrvlRcV

‑ Rs232C
RS232C (internal)

General YO

Figure 4‑8. YDK Ethemet development board
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The performance of the development boards is listed in table 4‑1 .

Ethemet development board is linked with PC via the Ethemet switch. For the
Debug‑Port CoRnector and Serial Interface Connector, used Debug‑exclusive and
Cross‑‑link RS232C cable to link with COMI and COM2 of PC. The board is working
with the factory default settings.

IB order to establish interaction and communication with the Ethernet development
board, we downloaded the system design (RT layer) to Flash Memory on the board. We
can also erase the user section of the flash memory device easily, and dowRload the
software again.

When download the software to the flash memory device, the system module pins are
logically connected to pins on the ACEX device. The external physical pins on the ACEX

device are iR tum connected to other hardware components oR the board, allowing the

Nios embedded processor to interface with SRAM, FROM, LEDs, LCDs, switches, and
buttons.

Table 4‑1 . Performance of EtherRet development board

Specifications of the board Memery and VO map
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We use a 100 Mbitls Ethernet swi{ch with EtherRet frames that has the data field
maximized (l538 bytes in IIEEE 802.3 standard). Figure 4‑9 illustrates the configuration

of the LAN with a full‑duplex switched Ethernet and end‑nodes. We use the existing

desktop computer, with AMD‑K7(tm) Processor at 700M[ffz, 5‑ports Ethernet switch
with ful}‑duplex liRks at 100Mbps. The size of data packet is from 64 bytes to 1538
bytes. There are Ro modificatioRs in the Etheinet hardware on the NIC.
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Figure 4‑9. LAN with full‑daplex switched E{herRet
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Best
effort

4.6.2 Performance cemparisens and analyzing
Below we discuss about the transmission latency of the real‑time frame in worst‑case
situation, When all RT‑‑channel starts simultaneously, or all the messages that use all the

capability allowaRces of the RT channel, RII' channel equipped with the longest deadline

will be scheduled at last so that it may have the worst‑case latency. Here for all RT
channels, the maximum latency is characterized by:

Zn‑iat =M4X{Zzi,i +7;t2,i +Z}･ (5)
t
where Zii,i i's the latency from source nodes to switch, Z,2,i is the lateRcy from switch to

destination Rodes, aRd nis the total delay iRside the switch.

Besides utilizatioR and worst‑case latency, another important performance is a
runtime overhead: Ri defined as:

Ri ‑‑ TPd'i 'T,Lti,i 81B' (6)
where Li is the length of data in a request frame, Lix8 is ￡he number of bits iR the frarne;

n,d, i represents the period duration from the startup to the end of the frame, and B
represents the Ethernet bandwidth.

Utilization, Data frame transmission latency and the frame runtime overhead can be
obtained by implementing the proposed protocol to the LAN. Figure 4‑IO illustrates the
utilizatioR on real‑time data frame. The maximum size of data frame is 1538 bytes.
From the figure we can learn that the trend of utilization is increasiRg while the traffic

increases, until arriving at the peak value that is more thaR 90%. Sudden decreases
happen on the curve sometimes, which is caused by some short frames having pad field
whose utilization are lower than longer frames. The utilization curve is always smooth,

because we assurne the sufficient resources (bandwidth and time specification) have
been obtained in our work, when the RT channel is established. Under this circumstance,
there should be no overload exists in the real‑time chanRel. The i'esult shows that the
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deadliRes have been inet for all data because utilizatioR of all data frames is less than

IOO% using EDF scheduling. Dynamic priority scheduling with the EDF algorithm has a
distinct advantage over fixed prierity scheduliflg: the schedulable bouRd for EDF is leO%
for all task sets. This means that we calt fully utilize the computing power of the CPU.

Embedded systems are iR geReral fully loaded, as they attempt to get as close to IOO%
utilizatioR as possible while still maintaining the necessary predictability.
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Figure 4‑lO. Utilization on real‑time data frame

To the best of our knowledge, except a few implementations of hard real‑time
communication protocols on Ethernet, most of the protocols are generally soft real‑time,
which means that there are few protocols pi'ovides guarantees for both bit rate and strict

delivery deadlines, so that it is dlfficult to compare them with {he proposed hard

rea}‑time protocol. Therefore, we made performance comparison of the proposed
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protocol oRly with the hard real‑time corrimunication protocols: MIL‑STD‑l553B
protocol and RTCC protocol. Figure 4‑‑11 shows the comparison of the data frame
transmissioB latency of these three kinds of hard real‑tirne commuRication protocols.
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1.

Transmission latency of data frame

Even for the Ethernet frames that have the data fie}d maxirnized (1538 bytes in IEEE

802.3 standard), the latency of the proposed protocol is about 620 microseconds. This
latency is quite short in a LAN with a full‑duplex switched Ethernet at 100 Mbps, aRd
should be meet the demands of hard real‑time communication for iRdustrial distributed
control systems.

Runtime overhead of data frames are demoRstrated in Figure 4‑l2. The figure shows

that the iuntime overhead of the proposed protocol is higher than the other hard
real‑time supported protocols at the small‑sized data frame. However, as the data frame

size become Iarger (from about 900 bytes), the proposed protocol has more better
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rgntime overhead than the other protocols.

In both experiments, only MIL‑STD‑l553B pro￡ocol used IMbps Ethernet because it
is the nomiRal speed of the protocol.
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Furthermore, in order to evaluate the time effectiveness of hard real‑‑time bypassiRg

the TCPIIP stack, we made experiments with ordinary UDPIIP and TCPIIP protocols
comparing with the proposed protocol (see Figure 4‑l3). The result shows that by using

the proposed protocol to bypass the TCPIIP stacks can reduce 32% of the time
comparing with UDPIIP protocol, and more than 50% of the time comparing with
TCPIIP protocol even if the proposed protocol Reeds RT chai}nel establishment and
EDFr scheduling.
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From these figures it is noticed that the proposed protocol caR get better real‑time

performance comparing with the other coRventional hard real‑time communlcatlon
protocols and UDPITCPIIP protocols.
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5. Conclusiens
Ethemet is a dorr}inating local area networking technology and is positioned to play a

major role in fu￡ure high‑speed system area networks. The purpose of the work has been

to explore switched Ethernet networks especially in the context of the hard real‑time

communication for indus{rial distributed control system network and make a model of
the network coraponents.
This chapter emphasizes the achieved objectives, main poiRts of the work, and future
research works.

5.1 Objectives achieved
In this paper, we have presented a protocol to support hard real‑time communication

over non real‑time LAN technology, with a switched Ethernet based Retwork coRcept.
For tlae network coRfiguration, based on establishi[r}ent of the RT chanRel strategy, both

switch and end‑i3odes have aR RT layer added to support hard real‑time traffic based on

EDF algorithm,
Hard real‑tiine traffic frorr} the end‑node bypasses the TCPIIP stacks and thus
coRsiderably speed up real‑time communication. For the time effectiveness of hard
real‑‑time traffic bypassing the TCPIIP stack, experimental results shows that by using

the proposed protocol can get much shorter transmission latency than using ordinary
UDPIll? and TCPIIP protocols. The real‑time traffic schedule is performed according to

dynamic‑priority EDys algorithm without modifications in the Ethernet hardware.
Therefore, it is flexible and efficieRt.

For the process of best‑effort (non or soft i'eal‑time) traffic, by carrying the final

destination MAC address in the Ethernet header when leaving from the source node, it
is delivered through the circuit including the TCPIIP stacks iR an FCFS‑sorted queue,
and transinit the traffics at {he idle time of the schedule.
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In the proposed work, there are no modifications in the Ethernet hardware on the NIC.
This allows connecting the Ethernet LAN to existing Internet networks.

We have constructed a simple EtherRet LAN with the proposed hard real‑time
commuRication protocol and made several experiments to evaluate the protocol.
Through the comparison with some conventional haird real‑time network protocols, we
have shown that tke proposed Ethernet protocol has better real‑time performances, and
meets the requirements of reliability for hard real‑time systems. In addition to this, we

made experiments with ordinary UDPIIP and TCPIIP protocols comparing with the
proposed protocol, in order to evaluate the time effectiveRess of hard real‑time
bypassing the TCPIIP stack. The result shows that by usiRg the proposed protocol to
bypass the TCPIIP stacks can reduce 32% of the time comparing with UDPIIP protocol,
and more than 50% of the time comparing with TCP/IIP protocol, even if the proposed
protocol needs RT channel establishment and EDF scheduling.

To summarize the achieved objectives mentioned above, the preseRted switched
Ethernet protoco} can be adopted in an industrial hard real‑time LAN applications with

a limited Rumber of end‑nodes such as factory‑floor embedded system cornmunications,
distributed industrial control system communications, parallel signai processing aRd
robotics.

5.2 Important points
Several conclusions are made above, here is a summary of the important points:

1. Switched Ethernet nebvorks canprovide a reasonably good servicefor system area
nebvorks with real time requirements.
Switches provide a flexible and scalable solution to the problems and limitatiofts

inherent to shared Ethernet networks (bus of hub‑based), through the use of new
mechanisms such as micro‑segmentation, fiow control aRd full‑duplex operatioR. These

L
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mechaRisms may improve the timing determlnism and performance of Ethernet to a
great extent.

2. Proposed Ethernetprotocol has better real‑timepei:formances.
This discussion has two aspects: transmission latency and runtime overhead.
The latency of the proposed protocol is small corr}paring with the other hard real‑time

supported protoco}s, and comparing with the ordinary UDPfTCPIIP protocols. Even for

the Ethemet frames that have the data field maximized (1538 bytes in IEEE 802.3
standard), the latency is about 620 microsecoRds. This lateRcy is quite short in a LAN

with a full‑duplex swltched Ethemet adOO Mbps, and ' should be meet the demands of
hard real‑time commuRication for industrial distributed control systems.

Although the runtime overhead of the proposed protocol is higher than the other hard

real‑time supported protocols at the small‑sized data frame, as the data frame size
become larger (from about 900 bytes), the proposed protocol have more better runtime
overhead than the other protocols.

3. Full utilization can be obtained by applying EDF aigoritizm iiz theproposedprotocoL
Embedded systeiins are in general fully loaded, as they atteiiript to get as close to
100% utilization as possible while still maintaiRing the necessary predictability. EDF is
an optiinal dynaiinic‑priority scheduling algorithm in resource sufficient environmeltts
and the schedulable bound for EDF is IOO% for all task sets.

4. Ethemet deyices caiz atso sttpport TCRILP stacks so that Etherizet can easily gate to
the Internet.

This feature is attrac{ive to users siRce it allows rernote diagnostics, control, and
observatioR of their plant network from any Internet‑coRnected device around the world
with a license‑free web browser.
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5.3 Future vvork

The work of this thesis has been verified by experimental studies, on a theoretical

level oRly. The complexity of industrial distributed and embedded hard real‑time
applications is growing in both size and diversity. For the proposed work to be useful
for such applications, system configuration and architecture must be able to express the
requirements of functionality as well as the possibilities and limitations of the run‑time
systems, as accurately as possible.
In order to validate the claims of the industrial application of this thesis, the preseRted

hard real‑time Ethemet protocoi should be practically implemented in commercially
available real, full‑scale development projects.

Therefore, practical implementation of the proposed protocol in the factory‑floor

distributed hard real‑time communication control systems is one of our maiR
motlvatloRs.

Furthermore, today's switched Ethernet offers large bandwidths (Gbps) for factory
communication, and the proposed Ethernet protocol should be suitable for them without
modifications of the hardware andlor the software. Therefore, the proposed work should

have much better performance if usiRg the wider bandwidth E￡hemet and
high‑performance switches. Also, if it is possible for implemeRting the proposed
protocol in the larger Retworks by interconnecting several switches, there should be the

large Rumber of end‑nodes added to the network.

Therefore, our furthei' research subjects also including to consider the way of
implementing and experiment by using the proposed protocol to the multi‑Iayer, many
switches real‑‑time communication systems.
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